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Truckers unsure
about walkout

READ-A-THON PLANNED - The Murray Woman's Club, the
Calloway County Public Library and the ctty and county schools are
sponsoring the annual Read-A-Than to raise funds for local activities
of the Retarded Citizens. Participating students will be enrolling
sponsors to pledge money toward books read by the students during
the month of February. Making E.T. dolls to be given as prizes are

mamben of the Adult Activities Class of the Comprehensive Care
Center. Pictured are ifrom left) Johnny Armstrong, Peggy
Williams, class director. Johnny Phillips, Darrell Watkins, Carla
Ambrico. assistant class director, and in front, Lee Ann Fandrich
• Staff photo by,Jetude Gordon

President unveils deficit-choking budget
WASHINGTON i AP - President Reagan today unveiled a
deficit-choked $848.5 billion
budget plan for 1984 in which the
entire spending increase would be
absorbed by the military and
higher interest charges on the national debt.
As he delivered his spending,
blueprint to Congress, the president plunged straight into a
showdown with lawmakers over
his push to give more to defense
and less to social programs. He
said he remains "adamantly 9pposed" to a public jobs bill, the
first order of business on Capitol
Hill.
Despite a $189 billion deficit projection for fiscal 1984, the year he
once pledged would •show a
surplus, the president declared:
"The stage is set; a recovery to
vigorous, sustainable, noninflationary economic growth is imminent.
"Steadily and unmistakably,
our national economy is completing the transition from recession to recovery," he said.
Reagan proposed to increase

spending in the new fiscal year by
$43.3 billion - or a modest 5.4 percent - from fiscal 1983, which
ends Sept. 30.
The increase, an amount adequate only to cover the expected
rate of inflation, equaled the combined rise devoted to defense and
interest on the national debt. That
left all domestic spending
on
balance -- frozen at or below this
year's levels.
Programs for the poor
ineluding food stamps, welfare and
child nutrition
would be reduced. Annual cost-of-living raises for
Social Security and other pension
and disability programs would be
delayed six months Overall spending on farm programs, energy
and the environment, education
and job training would fall..
Government and military
salaries and pensions would be
frozen for a year.
However, the president sought
an additional $1.5 million to run
his White House offices and
$500,000 for the residence.
Meanwhile, the Pentagon's
budget for 1964 would jump $29 7

Community Theatre's
anniversary observed
Nearly 100 people gathered at
the Bank of Murray's University
Branch Saturday evening for the
annual celebration of the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre's founding.
They heard about 1982 productions, danced to Bobby Bryan's
Big Band Musk, listened to
vocalist Kay Bates, and witnessed
the beginning of the 1963 fund
drive.
M.C. Robert Valertine told the
group that the theatre averaged
one entertainment or educational
activity "every 49 hours of calendar 1982. and were going to maintain that record in 1983."
Later, he said, "People think
that Community Theatre has been
standing still became we've had
changes in the director's position
and we're looking forward to a
new director within a few months,
but the theatre has been just as active as ever - Just not as visible."
Funding vice president Pat
Kieeow supervised the event,
assisted by Joan Wayne, Joan
Wilson, Libby Hart, Missy Kelly
and Marvin Milk, co-chairman of
the fund drive Honorary choirman of the event was Joe Dick.
By the end of the evening.
Kinser estimated that nearly MOO
had been raised. The sum is important.

billion -- or 14 percedt - to $23a.ti
billion, even after an $8 billion cut
from the 1984 defense spending envisioned in last last year's budget
Nuclear weapoy production by.
the Energy Department would
rise an additional $1 billion
• Net interest payments on the national debt,. now $1.2 trillion and
mounting, would rise by $14 3
billion to $103.2 billion
Reagan also called for $146
billion in standby taxes from

fiscal 1986 through 1968 if needed
to hold down future deficits Tht•
package, consisting of an crude oil
excise tax equal to 12 cents per
gallon of •gitsoline and an
unspecified int:tune tax sin
charge, already has beyn
lared
dead by lending members of 'on
gress
And although his own ei•iinion,
forecast +secs unemployment pt
sisting above 10 percent well into
• 4Contigued On Page 2
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Many drivers stay on
Reagan aims to tighten roads despite strike

agriculture programs
WASHINGTON Al'
Presi
('oil niodity Credit corn
f u. ft
A.
dent Reagan wants to tighten
handles price support 15-1.11 It
most Agriculture Department
will spend an estimated $18 t
programs in his new budget
billion this fiscal year. up ft out
from food stamps to farm sub$11 7 billion in 1981-82
sidies
by slashing $10 billion off
Under Reagan's budget. sup
this year's total spending
port spending is expet.tet 1
In all, department budget exdecline next year to $9 3 billion
perts say Reagan's Orin -would"
Department analysis say the
reduce spending in the fiscal year
savings will be due to smaller 4
beginning Oct 1 to slightly more
yields in calendar 1983
who ti
than $35 billion from a record of
figure into the next fiscal y ear's
more than $45 billion this year
budget
with other savings Ii
A year ago, department experts
a new payment-in-kind program
projected 196243 spending at $23
in which eligible fanners will be
billion of the Reagan budget was
given surplus comni,mlitie, ill
followed. As it turned out, NprIl
return for reducing crop
ding will almost double that
_ .
acreages
estimate before the current
budget year ends Sept 30
Further, legislation it ill -be proHuge crops in 1982 and depress
posed to freeze target pr UN at
ed market prices put a big load on
their 1963 level. Those art. book
the department's price support
keeping figures used to compute
federal payments to eligible
apparatus. Record milk produi I1011 dumped surpluses of butter.
farmers. If market prices fall'
below the targets, farmers get
cheese and non-fat dry milk into
payments to make up the tit(
government storage.
fcreme.
The result was that USDA s

"Every dollar we raise is like
$2.33," said board president Bill
Phillips. A state agency has
agreed to match every dollar the
theatre can raise by April 1 and
one-third of each dollar can be
matched by another grant later in
the year.
"If we can reach our goal of
$5,000," said Phillips. "It will be
like bringing in another $5,000 to
our community. It will get bills
paid, start a new director on the
right footing, and help us prepare
to bring in tourists."
"People don't understand why
we charge a ticket price and still
seek donations," said treasurer
Murray High School placed seAdele Kupchella. "They don't cant overall in the Senior Division
know that our box office revenues and placed third overall in the
only cover the casts of production
Junior Division of the Calloway
about half of our needs."
Comity Speech Tournament SaturIn addition to payments of day
royalties and rights for sesipts
Individual placements for Murand music, construction costs and
ray High students in the Senior
the usual heating and phone bilk, Division were
Kupchella noted that the work on - Gretta Shepherd, first prose inrestoring the Old Freight Depot • terpretation, Todd Ross second,
continues. "We've preserved a
prose interpretation, Kimberly
local landmark and converted it to
Dies and Mike Lluldress,first, duo
a theatre," he said, "But it won't
acting, Charles Cella. first,
maintain itself hi good repair Lincoln-Douglas debate;
that takes work and money."
Lee Ann Babb,second,storytellTheatre authorities report that
ing: and Lisa Mikulcik, third,
the full plan for the two-month
dramatic interpretatie
fund-raising effort will be anAllmon Marshall, Alison Sears,
nounced soon.
Lisa Mikulcilt, Mike Childress and

MHS team wins second,
third in CCHS tourney
Rarnoto Burnley reached the
Mimi round acompetition in other
events.
Individual placementii for Murray High students in the Junior
Division were.
Michelle Garland and Laura
Celli, first, duo acting; Nancy
&ilia,first, storytelling; Heather
Doyle, first, poetry interpreta:
thin;
Laura Gila, second, dramatic
interpretaties: and Michelle
Garland, third, dramatic interpretation.
Heather Doyle, Beth Hegel and
Jackie Betty also reached the
final round of competition in their
respective events.

By The 44.-as• ted
A strike by independent
truckers slowed the flow of food,
steel and tothei odir. Is from the
nation's farins and I,, (tries today. but man% ii l's ii kept on
truckle despite t epiit I.1 iii
violence crai
..5 ri them
citizens band railiiis

I Hip. 1 tall anti
said liter*. ow!. 1:4o,ofu lliell.
reports of shots bring tit cli tnt
utlier areas
• There's
s out their
:already ," said Jim I lona. ion
owner-operator from Vatt- Nu)s
Calif . who was at the 'Alameda
Truck Terminal in 'hot rowan 1,..s .
Angeles -One Ku!, ante in vkith
Gunshot's hit at least fi.ur i igs.
bullet hole in his sleciwr He was
4•Inderblocks were iltopped fl ow
an overpass oil fire, tl4rer -trucks- - dro...ufg through Gu.stuaLiul lit
terstate S. about 35 or V miles
were sabotaged while pat kid aunt
south of Sacramento .Ail time
nails were sprinkled 4111 .1 higtMias
these ideptentlott teas'. t all a
in scattered incidents in Priin
strike, it gives some crazy the is
Maryland, urcgon
cum. to pick up a gun and pr etend
like ht.'s someone he's not
At was hard to tell how many of
the nation's 100,000 independents
actually suptattled the shutdown
Tomia
becoming itiostl
called_ by ._the independent
Moudy with highs in the 111111
Trurkers Association rit midnight
40s East whets 5 to 10 miles an
to protest proposed increased fuel
hour Monday nighi cloudy with
taxes and highway user fees
a 40 percent chimer of ram
Magi) other trucking groups op
developing I.ows in the mid to
poscd the* action.
upper 30s East winds 5 to 15
While many truck stops
nuleti an hour. Tuesday windy
patronriell by the independents
and cool with a 70 percent .
reported business had dropped off
chance of rain Highs near 40
to practically nothing this mornwith northeast winds' 15 to 25
ing, others reported miniml trait
miles an horn*
fir At two truck stops in Phoenix.
LAKE LEVELS
Ariz . the' diesel pumps were
_
Lake Barkley
354 8
bloekadtx1 by Ifloa heelers
Kentucky Lake
355.1
The strike does not offeet -the
Teamsters nor the regulated
trucking companies
One Section - 14 Pages
At the Mule Skinner Truck Stop
Classifieds
in Pasco, Wash, attendant Mark
12.13
Comics
t
Moore scud normally. about 150
12
Dear Abby
6
rigs would be in the parking lot but
Horoscope
this morning there were only.
.. 5
Murray Today
three
4,5
lnOw western Nebraska town of
Obituanes
.14
Ogallala, Murl Murnnv, owner of
Perspective
Sports
the Union 76 Truck Stop, was ask8,9
ed if a a was strike on
MISS .
-You bet their is." he said
• YOUR PAPER1
"There are no trucks here"
Subsctibers who' hose not
Maryland state police Sgt
received then home delivered
James lough said the front tire of
copy of tbe lawny loriest a floes
one tractor-trailer was shot out
by 5 30pm Mondov .Fr 1(10v of
and another truck was hit by a
by 3 30 m Saturdays ore urged
cinderblock on U S '40 near
to call 753.1/10 between 5:39
Ctunberlarld
p.m. led 6 p.m., Mee* *seek Fri.
State police in Pennsylvania
reported five rock-throwing inday, et 3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Setw•
cidents today, but no Injuries.
dem

mostly cloudy

today's index
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1984, the president declared, "I remain adamantly opposed.to temporary make-work public jobs or
public works," a position oongressional Democrats and many
Republican will resist mightily
Reagan rejected any major Mx
increases for 1964 and promised to
protect future income tax cuts
now on the books from repeal by
Congress
However. his 1964 budget would
accelerate an increase in Social
Security payroll taxes as part of a
bipartisan compromise of tax and
benefit changes for restoring the
pension system to health The
changes would reduce next year's
deficit by an eStimated $12 2

Sheriff's department
makes three arrests
The callow
,
:, ounty shcriff s
Department made three arrests
Friday, including two juveniles
At approximately. 7 p iii"Friday
the department arrested Gene 1.
Collie and charged him with illegal possession of alchohi
beverages for the purpose of
resale
Collie, Rt 5 May field, v. a/(
Man Calhiwa y t ount y
Sheriff David /Salentine said a
-quantiq of beer, and whiskey
was confiscated
He added that the arrest followed a two-week investigation by the
department
Balentine also reports that two
juveniles were arrested at 10 p Jil
Friday in courier tom with Uri.
Thursday theft of'sii motor y
The motorcy( le )4 a-. rep.irteillstaken from the hi any 4,f Ton
Thomas, fit' 1, Alit o
The juverules•w ere 01.4. todgerl
in the county jail

billion Irort what it otherwise
would be.
The new budget also would set a
limit for the first time on the
amount of employer-paid health
insurance premiums a worker
could receive tax-free.
Without his domestic budget
savings. Reagan said, future
federal deficits will reach unprecedented heights — climbing
from f231 billion next year to $300
billion in 1988 and snuff out any
hopes for a lasting return to
economic prosperity.
Even with congressional approval of his plan, the president
would be forced to accept deficits
that would still run above $100
billion by 1968
Reagan had come into 'office
promising to balance the budget
by 1983. a pledge he soon postponed to 1984 and eventually abandon441
Instcad of balancing Its budget
this year, the government expects
to show a record UM billion
defir•it
more than double the
billion estimate Reagan
made a year ago
•.only the most sweeping set of
TAKING IN THE VIEW — Arthar Carr'arrays the world through
frsi al policy changes could help to
a new skylight in his Vancouver P.The bole was provided by a
reverse the trend and set the
falling chunk of ice, presumably from a passing airliner, which
budget on a path that is consistent
with lung -term economic
recovery.," Reagan said in his
budget-message to Congress
We have come far in restoring
order to the chaos prevailing in
our e(.onorny and government affairs just two years ago." 1w addBy ANDY LIPPMAN
ed.
Associated Press Writer
ftri.tve- ver, congressional
OWENSBORO, Ky API
14.
leaders less sanguine about the
Gov Martha Layne Collins has
state id the budget ahd the
unveiled what she called a lawem onomy.. promised to Iliadic their
and-order plan which would be imour] sweeping changes once they
plemented if she is elected Rovergot their hands oh Reagan's spen- 'nor in the fall
•
ding blueprint
It advocates capital punishment, mandatory jail sentences
for drunken drivers and a comprehensive statewide correctional
system that adds to existing state
facilities
Mrs. Collins and her opponents
for the Democratic gubernatorial
one other pri-son, Paul Parrish,
nomination, Louisville Mayor
litwas treated for injuries at
Harvey Sloane and former Human
the hospit:11 but was not admitted
Resources Secretary Grady Slumowners and drivers of other
be, spoke Saturday at a session of
vehicles involved in the accident
the
Kentucky Press Association's
are Maxine Parrish, lit 6, 14 & Il
Harvey Sloane
winter convention
Brokers. 701 S 12th St . Y4%11111111
'
It
a
simple
choice.
Either
is
we
Both
Sloane
and Sturnbo talked
I) I .yorts, 1401 Johnson St.:
expand our present system or about the need for jobs in Kenkson, 1313 Poplar St , and
grant early parole to criminals,
tucky.
Jean Roberts.901 Mt.adow lane
do not consider early parole an acSloane vowed to focus on small
According to ponce reports, a
ceptable alternative to over- Industries and promised to take an
witness to the accident reported
crowding," Mrs, Collins said in active rolg in keeping industry
that there was "no visible driver
announcing her plan, which focus- here.
• in the McReynolds vehicle when
ed on six areas of concern
He said it was imperative that
it first exited
Center
Mrs Collins proposed a new 500- school children become computer
The reports states that
bed medium-security prison, a literate and that computers should
McReynohLs was found in the
system of regional and feeder jails be placed in each private and
floorboard of the (nar
to be operated by the state and 72- secondary classroom.
hour lockups to be operated by
"It would be the wisest investlocal governments
ment we could make." Sloane
Under her plan, the state would said. He also called for massive
underwrite necessary capital im- retraining for blue collar workers
provements as well as the jailers'
"We must leave no stone unsalaries, staff and transportatiaon turned to get industry into KenWrit,ten by Edward Albee in the
costs.
tucky," Sloane said.
early 1960s, this play tliused a senThe drunken driver is a vital
Stumbo, just finishing a tour of
sation when it was first produced
concern to Kentucky residents the state, talked about jobs but
because of its strong language and
who value law and order, Mrs
brushed aside Sloane's ideas
its adult themes
Collins said, adding that accepted about computer training.
S. hempp says that "even
penalties should include license
"The issue is jobs, pure and simthough the play is over 20 years
suspensions, mandatory jail ple," Sturnbo said. "We've got to
old, it is still a strong statement
sentences and rehabilitation look to where our strength has
about how we deal with adult relacenters
always COITle from."
hongfups such as marriage and
Mrs Collins said the next goverStumbo talked about improving
the frustrations that can result
nor will be forced to face the issue what he called the state's "native
from failed ambitions"
of capital punishment
industries" and called for
The director stressed that this
'The death penalty is a regret- establishment of a business
play wiVie intended for mature
table but necessry form of resource cooperative to help
audiences
•
justice," Nrs Collins said
businesses in trouble.
Tit-kris will go on sale in the
Johnson Theatre box office on
Monday, Feb 21 All seats are
reserved with admission being $3
or by season ticket For information call 762-6797

through the reef.?bore wore no Injuries.
(AP Laaerphoto

Gubernatorial candidates address KPA

Woman remains satisfactory;
man treated and released
Edna S. Mr Reynolds, 113 boo N
11th St , remains in satisfar tor%
condition today-- at Murray Calloway County Hospital ce5
result of injuries she sustairie.1
seven-I an a( rent Friday after
noon on South 12th Street
The accident. which (Al urred
between ('ircarama I )(lye and
Glendale Road. was caused when
McReynolds retairtedly
tett to Cross South 12th Street She
struck three vehicles. lost (•ontrol
of her (•ar, hit three parked cars in
the Bel-Air Shopping Center parking lot and struck. the NilV
Recruiting Office

Theatre to present'Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?'
'Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf' will be the play to hipresented at the Robert E
Johnson Theatre at Murray State
University on Feb 24Prof. James I Schempp, coordinator of public relations at the
MSU Theatre, has announced the
cast for the play
Playins the part of George will
be Tracy Harrington and of his
wife will be Linda' Begley, both of
Murray
The parts of Nick and Honey
will be played by Joh:IA./verge of
Harrisburg, Ill , and Kam Jo
Spencer of Brookport, III
Annette Franke of Paducah will
be stage manager and Schrum!)
will be director

•

NEWSPAPER TOUR — Members of Cab Scout Pack Na, 13, Dia
No. 6 from Southwest Calloway Elementary adopt recently Wrist
the facilities of fits Murray Ledger & Times. Putictiostleg 111 as
War were, from left. bent row, Brian Barnette and Bradley Wile;
beck row. Andy Per,Rykee Wilms and Anthony T. The same'
were accompealsd try Den Mother Barbera Peiper. Than. unable to
take the tour were Chris Guthrie and IAA"James
qtaff photo by Ruth Ann Combs

Martha Layne Collins
He called for a Kentucky
scholarship program to recognize
academic excellence.
"We've got to reward academic
excellence and prevent an
academic drain from our state,"
he said.
Stumbo assured the two other
candidates and the more than 150
people who gathered here for the
two-day convention that he was in
the campaign to stay.

Grady Stumbo
Mrs: Collins said that $15 million
needed for feeder jails and temporary lockup construction could
be met through bond funds set up
by the 1982 General Assembly and
construction of regional jails
could be financed through a
capital construction bond issue.
"This means that the entire
prison package can be operational
with only $25 million to $30 million
new dollars needed for staffing expenses." Mrs. Collins said.

Collins picks local coordinators
The Martha Layne Collins for
governor campaign has named
three people to serve as cochairman in Calloway County.
The lieutenant governor picked
Bob Nanney, Bettye Bennett. and
Larry England to serve as
chairmen of her gubernatorial
campaign here
The three co-chairmen will
direct the efforts of the Collins
Gubernatorial Campaign in
Calloway County.
In making the announcement

from her campaign headquarters
in Frankfort today, the lieutenant
governor said, "I am pleased to
have such qualified people to run
my campaign in Calloway County.
They have demonstrated the
leadership we need to make our
effort in Calloway County a successful one. Bob, Bettye, and
Larry will be an important part of
my state wide campaign, and
working with our local organization, I know they will be a vital
part in my eventual election as
governor of Kentucky."

Monroe County family hopes to thwart foreclosure

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Duane. Ruth and Tim Copan
will be banking next weekend on a
loose-knit group of financially
troubled farmers to help them retain the last dozen acres of their
once sprawling southern Kentucky farm.
Under pressure from lenders in
the put few years, the family his
lost most-of its diachinery and has
been forced to sell just short of 300
acres. The 12 acres that remain,
located outside Flippin in Monroe
County, are scheduled for auction
Saturday.
Two things can happen at the
auction; said Tim, Duane and
Ruth's -year-old son. The family
can lose the land, or it might be
able to keep it, providing the price
Isn't too steep and other fanners
show up to support an effort to buy
It back
"We're figuring o9.. a couple of
hundred being here, Tim said in
a interview last week —
Tim and Mrs Copes& 46, run
the aim the, amyl Duane
Cope's. 48, is disabled after four
back operations.
The Commies have been pinched by low profits and high loan
payments, as have many other
farmers across the nation, and
Mrs Copan' said a partner's
failure to pay off some debts fore.

ed the enterprise into even deeper group has sponsored organizational meetings in the Glasgow
troubles.
The' family owes more than area recently, and membership is
po,000 to the Mammoth Cave Pro- growing.
Pamela Woods, answering the
duction Credit Association, she
group's telephone hotline Last
said.
The credit association seized week in Lexington, said there
their machinery, including equip- have been enough calls to consider
ment for'feeding about zo beef cat- forming additional chapters in
tle. Tim Copass said. "I had to Lincoln County. Henry and
hire somebody to harvest the Oldham counties and the
corn. They took my trailer, and I Hopkinsville area.
That alone is a sign farm prohad to haul tobacco on a pickup
blems are serious, Ms. Woods
truck."
Rodney Perkins, president of said. "Usually fanners will not
the credit association. said 48 form gtoupe."
farmers with loans from the agenHal Hamilton of Pleasureville,
cy ewe for bankruptcy in 1982 He one of the association's
said two or three a year was organizers,said that new chapters
unusual as recent as five years are "bound to be mushrooming
over the months ahead, with
ago.
Perkins said foreclosure is a fanners in the worst shape
last resort to protect farmer- they've been in since the 11130e."
borrowers who make up the
The farm survival group has
association. He blamed most of lawyers willing to help farmers
the recent problems on Mounting . renegotiate or consolidate loans or
debts and falling prices, and said
defer payments. he said.
a lack of financial management
Ms. Woods said trouble
*As is a factor in some cases.
farmers should not be embe
But Tim Copses believes the ed to seek help. "What can be a
problem Is the economy. 'When good feral in good Ulnae in unite
you pay out 8130 an acre to put out times _just can't make it," she
a crop, or 8200, you can't turn said.
around and sell it for 11100 and
One of the group's prime goals
make out." ho said.
Is "to convince the courts and the
The Copulae" hope a new
legal system that what we .are
farmers' group. the Kentucky
dealing with here is a depreelale...
Perm Survival Association, can and (thet) the regular raise as ts
help them keep the property The
who is responsible and who can

make what payments don't apply."
To bring about those changes,
farmers will have to unite, Ms.
Woods and Hamilton said.
One strategy of a united front is
to make a strong showing at farm
auctions, said Allen Wilford, a
leader of the Canadian Farm Survival Association who was in
Glasgow to help organize the Kentucky group. In some places large
groups of farmers have taken over
auctions and bid just pennies, he
said.
Tim Copass said farmers on
hand Saturday will "try to keep
I bidding I from going just plumb
out of sight." He said the family is
working with a Tompkinsville
bank to try to buy the farm back
"This group has no violence
whatsoever," he added."We don't
try to do things in a roughneck
way, we try to do it legal and
above board."
Working together on financial
problems may help keep farmers
out of trouble. Hamilton said.
"You ecos•riler yourseir a
failure. You try to go quietly," he
said. "The potential for violence
and suicide is there and that is one
thing we are trying to avoid.
"We hope if people can come out
of the closet and deal with it as•
group. ultimately that will be a lot
healthier," he said.
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perspective
capitol conversation
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Teaching
the teachers

FRANKFORT. Ks AP
Grady
-Stumbo's hope is to create political
• sparks that will light a fire in the
corning months and make 111111 a winning Demos raise candidate for
governor
A 36-hour bus caravan from
Pikeville to Paducah last -week was
the start of this effort
It did not depend on crowds, but only the media., on reporters who w erit
along .and publicized -Stumbo's
remarks on issues and on those who
showed up at stops to do the same
The trip was the brainchild of
Stunitio's media consultants, who
view the campaign in a different light
than much of the conceptional
wisdom.
The routine view is that 1.t Gov
Martha I ayne Collins and I annsville
-Mayer Harvey Siliarie are lockedin a
battisfur supremacy_soul tluet_Sisens•
be is a sincere regional candidate
the poor mountain boy who made
good but has neither the money nor
the -charisma to wage a successful
state campaign
The vista from Stumbo's tailip is
that the opportunity is there 411 the -
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next. feu months 'monis because
support for Mrs Collins and Sloane is
"soft" and both are burrowing in for
the tone and taking no risks on
issues
• That supposedly leaves the field
i•lear for St unitHrto rev i‘e a lethargic
campaign and talk about the state's
future in •••1ri'lf1i's
Money Stiiiiitar told reporters he
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Government
publications
*s.
The federal government is venturing into
previously uncharted territory to bring the "magic
of the marketplace" right to your doorstep. Enterprising Americans with time on their hands -- and
at last coutit there were at least 11 million of them'
--- will be able to pick up pocket money by hustling
government publications. They'll get a 25 percent
commission which a government spokesman says
could result in .a "quick" $50 to $100 a week.
Interested" Just get in touch with the Government Printing Office and they'll send you free
catalogs which you can show to your prospective
customers. Of course, the government - no
stranger to deficit financing - expects you to find
the customer, get the orders and advance payment,
then fork over the upfront, full purchase price
before they'll send the books to you. You'll have to
deliver them to the customer yourself.
The government has cut back drasticallk‘on the
number of books and pamphlets produced at
payer expense, but you'll still have about 18,000
titles to choose from, including the Congressional
Record, the ever-popular "Infant Care.," and a wide
variety of how-to books. We weren't able to find out
If there's one on how to sell government publications door-to-door in the middle of a deep recession.
but you can bet someone,somewhere, is working on
It.

by sy romsey

Stumbo tries to create political sparks

The report that about 30 percent of 6,943 would-be
_ teachers flunked California's first teacher certification examination can only be descnbed as shocking.
, Can our colleges actually be giving education
degrees to persons who can't read, or compute' According to test results, the depressing answer is
yes, and in large numbers.
The new test, of prospective teachers was man• dated under a 1961 statriaw sponsored by state Sen.
Gary Hart, D-tanta Barber's Bill Honig, state
• superintendent of public instruction, set The
minimum passing score for the reading portion of
• the test at 70 percent - barely a C-minus. He set the
• minimum passing sore for the mathematics portion at €.5 percent --a grade of D.
Honig says he is "deeply concerned" that so
many candidates for teaching credentials, especially' minorities, failed the examination.
We're troubled, too, as should all Californians be
about these woeful test scores.
Curiously. Honig refused to blame teachertraining schools for the high failure rate, saying it's
part of a "general problem."
We disagree. Obviously, there is a general problem, but teacher's colleges contribute to that problem, a recycling of mediocrity, by passing and
graduating poor students who then are expected to
instruct others.
Carolyn Ellner, dean of education at California
State University, was quick to suggest the test is
discriminatory because of the higher failure rate
for blacks and Hispanics.
' • Her assertion the test "may be culturally biased"
doesn't make much sense, however, considering the
contents of the examination.
The reading portion required prospective
teachers to read a paragraph and answer multiple
choice questions about its contents. The
mathematics portion had relatively simple problerns involving calculation of percentages and the
solving of equations:
That this is the first time the test has been required for teacher certification leads us to wonder if
our classrooms already hold teachers who lack sufficient knowledge to pass the examination and
should not be certified.
The California education system is blessed with
many dedicated, well-qualifed teachers. They
should support efforts to ensure that those who
follow them will be as well prepared.
Toward this end, all teachers, should be tested to
identify those with below-minimum reading and
mathematical skills. Those who cannot pass the
tests should either take remedial courses or find
another profession.
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Hearthne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have 'a question or a problem not
answered in these. columns. write to
Ileartline, 114 East Dayton St , West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381 You will
receive a prompt reply. but you mu.st
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope 'Me most useful replies
will be printed in this column
HEA RTI.1 SF: My father, is in the
hospital recovering from a •very
senous stroke. The doctor has talked
to the family about my father's needs
after leaving the hospital Re lives
alone since our Mother died. Ile
recommended that my father be sent
to a skilled nursing facility for a few
weeks for medical supervision and
care that cannot be provided at
home He said that since the skilled
nursing is medically necessary that
Medicare will cover him for the few
weeks he is there Our question is can
we choose' the nursing facility to

goes, as there is one loser
to us than the one the 1149 (iii Stig Kestud - W II
ANNWER You Can't plra
any nursing home It must be a ski II.
ed nursing facility and must be what
Medicare defines as a qualified pro
%%ler The great majority of nursing
homes do not qualify as skilled nor'.
Mg fat Mires, and a number of tilos...
that do are not certified as a qualifie,I
provider Always ask about
Medicare cAiverage before entering a
nursing honker For Methu
r
coverage, you must hi', e a nut sant!
home that is Medicare approved
Also remember that just be. atiSi.
the docker says that your father
needs a few weeks in a skilled 11111
.,
tng facility that Medicare will
cover coasts Methcar'e has the final
word. Even if your doctor says vow
life will be endangered if y ou are not
in a skilled nursing facility Medo- are
nuiv .leternune that this is not the
(11/44'
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by s.c. vancuron
an eass solution 4'ofthequentl). Congress can Ins tip a lot Snore firoWnir
PollIt.s 111 making a sincere effort
than it can by spinning its lieels trying bi find a polito -al scapegoat
At the saris.' time, all segments of
this societs must la: willing to accePt
some of
responsibility and be
willing pi make some sacrifice, in
solving our problems to as mutual
satisfaction
Business and industry must br it Wing to make: changes arid accept
some sar rifices labor must 110 OW
MIMIC A tropercent increase in production and earnings cannot .be expected every year in the future as
Many have in the past few years
Unreasonable ah•mands must not be
made upon our public officials if we
expect to receive reasonable answers
and actions
President Reagan i'llended 11w invitation for- cooperation is most
other presidents have done and asking for suggeetions as well as making
some Of his own.
Now, the publis
, sitting as the
Jui, awaiting aeti 'and laving for
results instead of politnal warfare.,

eh,.
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agree or not
FRANKFt)RT
bit-fits-of Social Security long befPr!
most important early result froritthe President's
Congress admitted it, waiting until
State of the Union address seems to
the crOus point to do so. Congress
be the spirit of cooperation exhibited
tried to pass the blame to someone
from both sides of the aisle in, Conelse until the last moment. Now, Congress
gress knows the public is looking to
This is not to say that Congress has,. them hi solve the problem, or at least
early shown a willingness to follow Neese the pain for a little while
mot1.
1zer bitter the pill for solution
all of the President's recommenda- 6e
he
tion, but it does seem to indicate that
This'iv lion demonstrated during
Congress is getting the message that
the public is going to hold its
World WaiNtl that its people can and
members responsible and that parwill stand in the face of adveristy and
tisan politics has to take a back seat
accept hardstuPttlf the cause is considered right.
to the general welfare of the nation.
I.ater, this same nation
Reluctance of the Democrats to
hint that the President and the
demonstrated during the, Vietnam
fiasco that it would
.Repubhcans are solely responsible
accept
s for all of our problems as they did
political blame shifting efforts
during the depression is encouraging
the general welfare.
that cooperation is going to be the
The people are much more in!loft light In aankina 4101140ns.
terested in solving the problems then
Democrat House Speaker tip' In trying to find who is to blame fbr
the present unfavorable_ economic
O'Neill Jr. has said as much.
situation.
Recommendations of the special
Communications is such in this
bipartisan committee assigned to
modern world that the majority of
active the financial problems of Social
the people know the problem is World
Security signaled the earliest signs of
wide and not a problem isolated le
cooperation. The public had
the United States and !wastage to
recognised the sincerity of the pro-
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Collowit) Count Atit • Commit
tee and Office Personnel would like
to take this opportunity to express
our gratitude and appreciation, and
to sa s "thank you liar the fim•
cooperation we received frorn your
paper the past sear
It was. through the prompt and
courteous- servire of the Ledger &
Times that kept our farmers informed with timely information on farm
programs
We wish for each of you the vers
best for this New Year
Sincerely .
David E Riley, Jr CEI3
Calloway County ANtS Office
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ie active in Phi Alpha Theta and has been named to
the Dean's last at the college.
The China off-campus study program group. led
by Walter Nienocks, professor of history, will leave
from Sa Francisco Jan. 29 and return Feb. 20. The
studens will hold seminar meetings during the tour
at stops to include Peking.four cities in the Yangtze
Valley and Canton and Hong Kong in the south.
Each also will research a major paper on an
individually-selected topic including the Sino-Soviet
split. herbal medicine and Chinese agriculture..

Diane Gregory named

Dr Diane C Gregor-y, assistant profesisor of art
at Murray State University, has been named as
state chairman for Youth Art Month by the Kentucky Art Education Association. Youth Art Month
is a yearly national observance held throughout
March to emphasize the importance of art education for children of all ages and is jointly sonsored
by the National Art Education Association and the
Art and Craft Materials Institute. Inc
Ms. Gregory has proclaimed this year's state
-theme as ' Growing Art in Kentucky " State art
educators, librarians and civic groups are preparing activities to celebrate the event Any local civic
group wishing to participate in Youth AK Month
should contact Ms Gregory at 762-6470' or 762-3784
for more information

Bacsik elected Robert Dennis Bacsik, M D
Murray. was
elected to Fellowship in the American Academy of
Peduitrics at a recent meeting of the AAP Executive Board at Evanston. Ill Dr Bacsik Is a
clinical Instructor at tio University of Louisville
and a pediatrician and neonatologIst at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
The Academy is the Pan-American association of
physicians certdjed in the care of infants, children
and young adultrwith 24,000 members in the United
States, Canada and Latin America. To qualify as a
Fellow of the Academy. a pediatrician must have
been certified as a fully-qualified specia)ist in the
field' of child health. Certifications requires a
minimum of five years post-medical school experience

Magic event Wednesday
A special magic show at 8 pm and a magic,
workshop at 3 p m 'will be by Kramer and Company
on Wednesday. Feb 2. in University Center
Auditorium. Murray State University Kramer.
master of illusion, is a surprerne showman and does
many magic acts, a spokesman said There Is no
charge and the public is invited

Three men named

- Workshop at church

Three men have earned scholastic honors by being placed on the dean's list for last semester at
Mid-Contment Baptist Bible College, Mayfield
They are the Rev Glynn Copeland of Kirksey, the
Rev Randy Shelton of Hardin and Harold Smith of
Dexter

A "Singing Emphasis Workshop" with Ralph
Casey of Norcross. Ga • as director will continue
through Wednesday at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Sessions were conducted on Sunday with sessions to be at 6 p m. Monday and Tuesday and 5 p.m Wednesday The "graduation" session with a !Octal program will be at 7 p m.
Wednesday

Henry going to China
Debi Henry, daughterof Mr and Mrs Donald E
Henry. 179') Magnolia. Murray. senior at Centre rollege. Danville; participating in the China-off, ampus study program during the winter term She

Film to be shown

Anniversary event planned Sunday
Mr and Mrs JIM
Vance of Rt .1, Buchanan.
Tenn., will celebrate
their 25th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
Feb.6.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p m. in the
fellowship hall of the
Hazel Baptist Church All
friends and relatives are
invited The couple requests that guests not bring gifts
Mr. and Mrs Vance
were mamed Feb 8,
1958 Their attendants
were -his son, Richard
Vance, and her daughter,
Patricia Barrow
Mrs
Hutson
Mrs Vance, the former
Burline Winchester, is
the daughter of the late
J A
Winchester and
Susie Outland Winchester,
Mr Vance is the son of
the late R M
Dick
Vance and Neuma Dunn
Vance.
Their children are
Richard Vance of
Buchanan. Tenn, Tommy Vance of Murray and
Mrs Henry ; Patncia;
tluLson of Hazel They
lave nine grandchildren

A Richard Pryor film will be shown in the Murray
State University Center Theatre on Wednesday.
Feb 2, it 7 and 9 30 p m Admission will be $1 with
Murray State student identification card and $1 50
without student identification

WMU gives
programs
at places

Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Vance

Community calendar

Study scheduled

A Winter Bible Study with Dr James Smith.
The Poplar Spring Bapdirector of Brotherhood Commission. Southern
tist Chur;•11 WMU
Baptist Convention, Memphis, Tenn , will start
presented programs for
Wednesday. Feb 2, at 6 45 p m and continue
Westview
patients
at
the
cantrat center 7834314
through Saturday. Feb 7, with Thursday through
Nursing Home and Long
Saturday sessions at 7 p m at First Baptist Church
Tt•r111
Care
Unit
of
The group will student the book of I Peter
Murray-( allioway County
Hospital and residenLs of
Fern Ferrace Lodge on
Tuesday, Jan 18
Louise Short played the ' The Student Chapter of the AGC will present a
piano for the singers
guest speaker, Bill Black, Jr., at 7 p.m. tonight
Harold Smith gave the ;Monday ; in the Mississippi Room of University
devotions
Center, Murray State University. He will speak
Others taking part about "The Preservation and Restoration of
were Ruby .Fannin. Historic Buildings." Black currently is involved
Munal Wright, Lurene with the Smithland Mansion Restoration project in
McCuiston, Bobbie Cook, Paducah This is free and refreshments will be
Helen Nance, 1 Aini Smith, served
(;oldie South, Sue Campshostottal it. 703.331
bell and Shirley Wens

Block to speak tonight

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Group C of ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
wilj play Tuesday. Feb. 1. from 11 a.m. to 12 30 p.m.
at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
10.30 a m at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to the
center
The lineup is as follows - Court One Cathy Mattis, Annette Alexander. Alice Rouse and Cecelia
Brock, Court Two -- Vickie Holton, Jennifer
Hewlett, Renee Wynn and Cindy Dunn.
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All Winter
Merchandise

/
1 2 Price

Monday, Jan. 31
Tuesday,Feb. 1
Catskill Woodwin pounds sensibly ; Club
Quintet of Oneonta, N.Y., will meet at 7 p.m at
will conduct a woodwind Health Center
clinic at 4 30 p m. and a
free concert at 8 p.m. in
Alcoholics Anonymous
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine is scheduled to meet at 8
Arts Center, Murray p m. in western portion of
State University
Livestock and Exposition
Recovery, Inc., will ('enter.
meet at 7:30 p.m at
Delta Department of
Health Center. North
Seventh and Olive Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m at club
Streets
house
-Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will
meet at 7 p.m. with Cindy
Vance, 11301-A Johnny
Robertson Road
—
Black comedy film,
"The Exterminating
Angel," will be shniwn at
2:30 and 7 p m. as part of
International Film
Festival in University
Center, Murray State
University
Tuesday, Feb. 1
Murray TOPS ;Lake off

CHIROP
RACTIC OUTLOOK
By Dr. Mary Broaringmeyer

Sportswear
Sleepwear
Sweaters
Vests
Jewelry
Belts

Town & Country
Dress Shop

An X ray tells Just how much
damage has been done, arid htsir
and
where your chiropractor
should apply necessary adjust

menu Restoration of the normal
structural balance of spine and
nervoue system asses symptoms
and prompts faster healing
Prevented as • service to the
elimmunity by

Breeringrneyer

Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East On Hwy.94
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Pbxbs(602) 774-2912 Out of State 14100429411111
Hours 8am. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Frida

Dixieland Center, Chestnut St.
Murray 7534365

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY

WELCOME WAGON ,I -WANTS TO
VISIT YOU
•

99c

OMer Geed Al Dow — P4. esupesis — He Um*

At All Areo

TACO MON'S.

NOW OPEN IN MUMMY —1101-11.1s. • • PROM STADIUM

Wednesday,Feb. 2
include choir practice at 6
p.m. and youth group at
630 p.m.

Baptist Young Women
of Sinking Spring Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Pat Young.

Free magic workshop
will be at 3 p.m. and free
magic show at 8 p.m. by
Kramer and Company at
Murray Duplicate Murray State University
Bridge will meet at 7 p.m. Center auditorium.
at 'Gleason Hall, North
12th and Payne Streets.
Mission groups of
For information call 489- Cherry Corner baptist
2244 or 753-8345.
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Flint Baptist Church
home of David and mission groups will meet
Aleshia Cunningham.
at 7 p.m. at church.

First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
at 10 urn in Hale Chapel
with executive board at 9
a.m and coffee at 9:30
a.m.
Singles Class will meet
----at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Murray High Band Poplar Church of Christ.
Boosters will meet at 7
p.in. at Murray High
Returning Students
School.
United will meet at 11:30
a.m. at Ordway Hall.
Calloway Band Murray State University.
Boosters will meet at 7
p.m. at Laker Band
Mothers Morning Out
Room of Calloway County will be at 9 a.m. at First
High School.
United Methodist Church.

Baptist Women of Sink-

Wednesday,Feb.2
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Events at First
Presbyterian Church will

Story hours are
scheduled at 9:30 and
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
Winter book study will
be at 6:45 p.m. at First
Baptist Church.
Youth book study will
be at7 p.m. at First Baptist Church.

Woman wins
special award
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(AP; — For the first
time, a woman has won
the prestigious Joseph C.
Wilson Award, for
achievement in international affairs. Winner of
the $10.000 prize is career
diplomat Rozanne L.
Ridgway, newly named
ambassador to the German Democratic
Republic and the first
woman counselor of the
State Department.
The award is given to
midcareer Americans
whose contributions to international understanding include "recent
achievement of unusual
and lasting significance."
It honors Joseph C.
Wilson. late Xerox Corp.
chairman and a leader in
hurnarutarian, civic and
educational affairs.

oval
is

2 CRISPY TACOS
For

Tuesday,Feb. 1
tng Spring Church will
meet at 10 a.m. at church.

Southwestern District
First Baptist Church
Dental Assistant Society Women will have a
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at general meeting at 9:30
PADD
a.m in church chapel.
Mayfield.
Dorothy Group of First
Critique by Richard Baptist Church will meet
Jackson will be at 6:30 at 10:30 a.m. at home of
p.m. at Murray Art Virginia Riggins.
Guild.
Senior citizens acMurray Assembly
'
No. tivities will be at 9:30
19 Order of the Rainbow
a.m. at Dexter Center;
for Girls will meet at 7
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
p.m. at lodge hall.
Hazel and Douglas
--Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
Free blood pressure
p.m. at Ellis Center.
tests will be given from
noun to 2 p.m. at Murray
Story hours will be at
Seventh-Day Adventist 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Church, South 15th and at Calloway Public
Library.
Sycamore Streets.

WHIPLASH
Iii today's highspeed tr•ruiporta
efIll, whiplash inquiries are
being seen more frequently by
ihiropractorly There is damaging
trauma to neck and spin* when
your head(a 7 to
pound weight)
is snapped rapidly backward Ot
101V/Ild
both) in a fall, aces
dent DI collision
Krirly symptoms may start with
simple soreness followed by swot
ling, some nauisea. and • painful
"stiff neck" with muscular spasms
The cause m iniury to the spinal
cord, various muscles, ligaments
and other soft tissues and vertebra,
-of your cervical spin. (upper
region of neck)

Miirray Ledger it Times

Import

-3e

WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
And ru bring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem to; more oats at local Worlds**. My visits a Inondly call at no cost
or 616Ituatton to you Just (snooper) Nee
--parsoWt Moved? re hke to vied you-ist'you:conveniOnce
IBMS

Itstlorya Wised 753-3071

'Wien
ies.
al
01414$

wine

•••

it

Sol Air Cent*,
is plealed to announce that Angie
Mown, bride-elect
of Marks Chinon,
has made her taleWm from
Registry for
Decorative Accessories. Angie and
Charles will be marred Feb. 11. lin

\

_
Morgan-Lovett vows said in ceremony at Su or Creek Church

PALLS TII6.111 BRAS .11sa l_t_Inet It

I INF

MoneLe.

31 1ait3

Januar"

of Murray. was the flower closure tee the elastic
The bride is the toachapeltrain
Her waltz length veil of girl. She were a burgundy waist with a pleated skirt
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Howard Morgan. Itt 6. bridal illusion was edged dress designed with a and tie belt
Both mothers had corShe is the granddaughter in venise lace and attach- Peter Pan collar with
ed to a whet heidpiece long nbbon tie She had sage's of pink silk roses
of Mrs Hattie Elkins
Corsages of burgundy
Lakeland Wesley Village covered in matching lace pink ribbons in her hair
She earned a basket fill- silk roses were presented
and the late David Elkins and seed pearls
She carried a bridal ed with burgundy roses to Mrs Hattie Elkins and
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Woodrow Ford.
bouquet of pink and petals
Bruce Morgan
graminiathers
The groom
The groom is the son of burgundy silk roses with
Miss Rhonda Garland
The groom wore his ArMr and Mrs. Herman baby's breath and Boston
Lane Lovett. Sr., Rt. 1, fern In the bouquet was a my dress uniform With presided at the register
Reception
Benton He is the grand- locket which had been her pink boutonniere
A reception followed in
Chris Hoskins of Kenson of Mr. and Mrs. paternal grandmother's.
Woodrow Ford of the latek .Mrs Funie ton - was best man the church basenient
The bride's fable was
Morgan given to her by GroonLsmen were Dale
Grayville, III of A W
Smith of Oaks Road, her husband. 'the late Phillips of Murray. , covered veith white lace
Paducah, the late Margie Bruce Morgan. Inside the brother of the bride. and with the cloth extending
Gordon Smith and the locket was a. picture of Dean McCoy of -Benton. I.' the floor The three'
tiered wedding cake -was
her piterna I grand- cousin of the bride
Late Harley Lovett.
The men attendants dee orated with burgundy
A IS -branched parents and the first wed_candelabrum centered ding 'band of her muter- wore gray tuxedoes with roses and pink bous A
r oIii
e altar. Seven- ruil grandmother, Mrs white shirts Their bride it iiil
statuette. topped the(like
boutonniere's were pink
branched . tree Hattie Elkins
l'aitc coffee. punch.
Michael Phillips.
Miss Jackie Sue Miller
candelabra with pink
%VIA bows were on each side of was the maid of honor nephew of the bride, was MAN :11141
the altar. The pews were Bridesmaids were Miss the nngbearer. Ile wore a et'(ruin silver and -crystal
Lisa Ann Morgan. sister navy blue pink stripped appointrist.nts
marked with pink bows.
Senving urn. Mrs 1%1111
'Vti1.6\10
of the bride, and Miss Jill suit and carried the rings
The bride
M:11111• of Calvert City
The bnde was escorted 1.ovett, sister of the on a white satin pillow
• Mrs. Morgan. inoVor - Mrs Becky Phillips of
FrucesDrake -- to the altar by her father groom.
Murray sister-in-law of
by
the bride, wore
of
attendants
marnage
The
wore
in
given
and
FOR TUESDAY.
lit/
crepe dresses- designed burgundy crocheted the brick. Miss
her parents.
FEBRUARY OM
and
lriggs
I
Ite.ntnet
of
designed
-dress
knit
crystal
cable
ruffled
high
of
with
dress
Her
waneWhat kind of day will
trimmed in necklines with front Turn- with three quarter-length Mrs • .11•1111). Williams if
organza
row be? To find out what the
stars say. read the forecast venise lace was designed ed yokes and full skirts dresses and round Ite.nton. • sister of the
_With . a . sw eetheart Miss Miller's dress was neckline with a ruffle
fee your bob alga.
.
give
:Couple left later for
'hel
tml
neckline with fitted burgundy with a pink down one side Burgundy glt-i
AR1FS
The pearl buttons adorned the a wedding trip tie
bodice, full sheer sleeves cummberbund
Mar. 21 to Apr 19
Nashville, Tenn
and a natural waistline. bridesmaids' dresses dress. .
and
Ri.se above a small hurtgood
The groom is station+cl
Seed pearls adorned the were pink with.burgund_y__T.T__.Mrs .Lovett, mother of
AWN
join a laved one for
the groom, was attired in at Fort Bragg. .ti t • ths
cummberbunds. ,
eckline.
linies. Distant affairs prosper The full skirt was grEach attendant carried a polyester knit dress and wife will Join him therein
Mt <Ill( i Ai/ lief Mc fit L,Jf tc' iit'f!
and travel brings pleasure.
matching picket. It was null February .
„ri cented by an organza pink silk roses.
TAURUS
out-of-town guests in 1104 and Grei;i: lit • l•
Miss Tonya Faye designed with dainty lace
caught up at in\It ••.
I
Apr. 20 to May 20) bettx0- overlay
luded Mr and Mrs t;rayeille. Ill
`dr • ‘s',„trt •
lace Morgan, cousin of the trims on the neck and
venise
with
tervaLs
distracted
You're easily
1.tt i
in bride and daughter of Mr front bodice, and had a Woodrow Ford and Mr /1.4H1111•% 4 ;toff
iletwarsal
.before noon, but a lucky break motifs and edged
• i1.11. .
at work comes later, you need venise lace that flowed in- andiMrs: Connie Morgan simulated pearl button mid Mrs Joe Busch. Tam Ciro!' Car nit. 11
a level-headed approach to
romance.
ee
GEMLNI
__IMay 21 toJune2111..11141
,
-t
shoirput
an end to doubts about where
.110.1% '•
STII.I.WATER. Okla
..oinplement too.:
lri Al' Tom Hall. 22. is :e herbs
you stand with a loved one. AcI.: I
you cart cffectly ell-- cc • t
cept invitations for good
young 111:111- whi, ettrives to pertinent yeah foods.- he
tunes.
,a net explains
be.
"
CANCER
r
;
'movable
as.
creative
"r1E-111411 411•1er, 4.4 '41011,,
7
)
(June 21 toJuly. 221 eti:
Following this .114.11cier on.
You may have trouble sayS fl •.
' 0(I
p Ii i Iii till Ii y. the "%Ming .it .1 friend's
.tiouse.
ing no to sorneow who wants
.11%,
Oklaluinui State Umver feIellt1!.
to visit. A family member has
750
00
2.001)
won
has
senior
.sity
4
a
menet..
only
abbage.
Luck
off Colors
suggestion.
a helpful job
with
'
food ribbons since he was e•hickere and shrimp 111 the
in real estate.
off Perms
9 years old
refrigerator See he. 'lit
LEO
hen
u
cook
tee
1••441114.
• • I learned
V. hat an% :1411:1•111111.
(July 23 to Aug. 72i oft
Ends
14
I was young because. both
,14)1S- V1.00111 1111 he (hi e%
Entertainment is favored
through
peers
Hall,
down.
Tom
costs
—
of my parents worked theiii all together iti a pot
provided you keep
CREATIVE COOK
yN t,1
4)•,
Is
\I
Good news highlights the a vegetable centerpiece he created. A carrot, plus So. when I- was hungry . 1 uith some seasoning to
on:
- .1
11 1A .r .
afternoon. Romantic introduc- celery leaves form a palm tree, an onion unfolds in- had to feed myself." sass create a deli4 !ems dish
1114_ but foe int.! I t
tions are likely.
At a recent Swiss Col- .lames S Ituriwarnee
to a chrysanthemum, a tomato is rolled into a rose, Hall. -My mother even
VIRGO
ony cheese c cmckoff. he still elchg)eleer icittc itee
and an apple is transformed into a holiday turkey taught Inc how tee can
Aug. 23 to Sept. n)
Applying his skill and won first retire in the coup ['oriole Ilio t he iic•I
with a few appropriately placed nicks.
Shopping is favored and you
interest in preserving a nit t h c.•-• e.itt e. e -from thee'
f-t hi-.
should check the papers for
food in 4-11 prograins, Catei.:1/rieS. In his 1 Ill'eSe
sales - regarding home furyoung Hall won a 'Wane, the S4.1 rl't Vi.aS
NOTICE
tier- 1.' cal it ..4
rustungs. Family life proves
sweepstakes award the S% eel crepes t tick t.et le! 411 Ti',11% 1 1
rewarding.
THE BIBLE FACTS
first year he entered ii avidly inside the. souffle
I an P1....4tikiii11'1I
LIBRA
the
111
contest
fair
state
Hall. a captain in
0.11 ther .04 la CAI
(Sept. 23toOct.22)
Win'program. is major ILL'. Sink I'
Perry , Okla
gv110
Early morning self-doubt
Since his competitive mg in yocational home as as .1 , t ,.1 *LI!!
gives way to a surge of condebut JO years ago, Hall yeoman',s Ile :ea% s
fidence. Others respond to
IS STILL OPEN
\IA)
figures he :11141 his mother talent for 111111(11W and tic !e• liarket pinto .1 •
your ideas, so express
have 50 years' combined other home skills helped menial to his -.lull is ;.i•
yourself.
experience and '•know him decide to be:coffee a on Mondav in the. of.. •
SCORPIO
quite a lot, about cann- home et onetime s teae,bei
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Lortinat Produet!
-Home eceothilint • WITH CLOTHING, FOOD, MEDICINE,
ing."
Monetary - dealings with
'earner was ee,e;.!.. .
.Fle recently won the Just all extension cif life. April 23,
,others aren't favored, yet
while set%
HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
pantry division at the l'ol- and living." he explains
some auspicious financial
FOR THE NEEDY
orado-StaWFair by plac- •11T16.never—lre•lompart•een Lei Combat Tram ca.
news comes now. Work from
behind the scenes.
ing in 10 of 12 categieries shop or remelt. Piii apitly 24th Ihvision
10
4
1
asi/
SAGITTARIUS
S
This earned him the title ing benne
I he- prese.titation en
If YOU NEED OUR
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)"
"King of the Kitchen."
hAed an oak leaf c lustre
You may revise a career
home
While he acknowledges
As a male 111
ASSISTANCE CAll
1.1.114 ,
.1ii;.11.
plan. Social prospects irna1
S
that he doesn't eat many economics.
incline' troll,
his
Langed
• 1594500
prove. You're the life of the
of the types of foods -he coniplished a lot of liningarner %hen he
party this evening; accept incans, he recognizes a win- "firsts "
iv, Amer an .11114/1i I.
vitations.
11.1.1 1/1'4- II .1.4 4)111141r41 1% I.
ning combination when
• I've' ulwes
Any Donations Of Items, Services
CAPIUCORN
he sees it or, rather, tremendous support and 1;1111i41 .114 11441 1144-1'.,
1
14
191
(Dec.22toJan.
Or Other Contributions Will
creates it
cm-our:wt.:tient f rom the- Purple Ile.,ert tenni
Social graces count with
to neiv, tire aliNe 11t
Be Welcome
After
the
learning
file
basic
arittilld
those
higher-ups. Only take those
a
of
techniques
certain
Self,
said
develop
he
ins
you can trust into your concuisine, he gives his imWhile his peers. Initial
R UEEN — Debbie Pardue has been
fidence. Career successes are
conto
rem
free
agination
to treat
1144
response
likely.
been elected as Valentine Queen for 9e3-43 by XI
AQUARIUS
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. She pledg- jure an cward-wuiining his interests Jokingly,'
dish
they accept it .1. it ..pret(Jan. alto Feb. 18
ed in MI and this year serves as co-chairman with
-Once you learn the ,, ty good.deal- after they
Consult with advisers about Debbie Miller on the chapter service committee.
sample -his. e ,H,kitiv. he
career options. You receive Debbie, her husband, Keith, and their two children, ratios of liquids to
travel invitations. Plan to Jennifer and Andrew, reside at Rt. I, Almo. Her and which spices and reports
spend happy times with hobbies include antique furniture, camping and
Wends tonight.
gardening. Mrs. Pardue's picture, along with other
PISCES
chapter queens from around the world, will be sent
30)
Mar.
Feb. 19to
to the International Beta Sigma Phi office from
Thopigh you'll make Unportant progress careenviae, which an international queen and her cowl wW be
don't forget a loved one's chosen. Oa Feb. 3 Mrs. Pardue will receive her
needs. Capitalize on oppor- climber crown from lad year's Xi Alpha Delta
Valentine queen Mary Ana Barrow.
tunity.
YOU BORN TODAY are
self-reliant and often found In
business for yourself. You're a
good darter, but sometimes
have difficulty III Mowing
through.
The wedding of Miss
Laura Lee Morgan to
Pv t Herman lane
Lovett. Jr., was solemniz•
ed on Sunday, Dec. 26. at
2:30 p.m. at the Sugar
Creek ttaptist Church.
The Rev. Mit cheil
Mathis, Calvert City,
cousin of the bride, ofheisted at the candlelight
He was
ceremony
assisted by the Rev.
Gerald Owen of Hazel
A program of music
was presented by Anita
Undertull Srruth, pianist.

Yourindividual
Horoscope

4yeki-%

w 11:9

University senwior winner-of ribbons

(41171, I

Bun-garnergets award
from Korea

n,

15

Evelyn's Beauty Salon

wf.%

-Art

FREE STORE

Me*

Two different short
forms this year.
H&R Block can
uncomplicate
them for you.

Lose Weight! ;
QUICKLY. SAFELY I

NATURALLY
And we II leach you
how to keep it of?

Two different Own forms and now deductions mak.
short form fling more complicated this year Ow
preparers know the now as lows and forms W. v.
studied thorn foe months

We will
be closed
Tuesday
February 1
for Inventory.

Chestnut Hills
Shopping (in ft.(
Mon. Sot. 10:6 p.m
ridays ttl 8

H&R BLOCK
Illsrefsmew ono momlegal. Mil Mack

9413 Arcadia Street
Mien $31.
APPOINIMINTS AMAMI

price

Choose from *Gloria Vanderbilt
We will re-open
Wednesday at 10 a.m.
•Jordache •Lee Sledgefield

.111•••••

MIS41NA Illestdays, 94 it.

JEAN
SALE

kik
.11 Nk 1 II K.ss

Cat

*Calvin Klein & more.

Guys & Dolls
Murray

.04

Olympic Plaza

isawas.11-1111

P61.t.6 TR I. NIFARAY.-li ..I.EicEK

Rio_y

thistreimitlw--sworeed-lowaserelt ketrhoop on hoot plate afici hts
hour got as red as the ketchup ho Ma* puuring
' tie moods is 1.4 in hes
What :err tutor cliellffllefll•.
business
lAtiT IN NEHICA-SiVA

SEVEN SEAS
RESTAURANT
For i

DEAR LONT: Maybe ou 'red" more into hi•
word. than you aisould hubs.. Aiwa,. wassusie a person is inn/Brew until you ketchup to him.

Years West Ky s Seafood Specialist

By Abigail Van Buren

Every Monday, Tuesday 8. Wednesday

Fancy Footwork Throws
Lovers Off-Balance

FRIED SHRIMP SPECIAL
A Golden Brown Serv
Mini Gulf Coast Shrimp IA Plate Full) Fried To
Creamy Cole Slow and
: ed With Mouth Watering Hushpuppies,
°. Choice of Potato.

•

DEAR ABBY No testate.. please Juat advice I'm in
love with it Monied man (I'm also married
.1 :and I are not teen alters We're two mature adults
who agree that we belong together hut the tuning was
wrong Had we met while we were Nab single we would
nght for eat h other
haoe been married We ..re
We've been seo•ing ear h other for three'Vears My,hirsband doesn't suspe.t anothing and neottorrljues hia.wife
In flit i we are to srery friendlo ,(oursonse
I haoe not told my husband vet bet sow I want to be
ale•stutely sure that .1 will lease has wife 144 marry me
.She has Parkinson's ef4OWRIW in the early stages and it
ma'. grt %%finer with time
.1 says he well not ask his wife fur 41 diooree until he's
burr 1 am Ira% ing ms husband Who should make the first.

$399

Seven Seas Fabulous
Friday Night

SEAFOOD BUFFET
Served from 5 Till B

MI0%.

Snow Crab Clusters
Fresh Fried Oysters

Tender Frog legs
Oysters on Half Shell

Gulf Coast Shrimp
Boiled Gulf Shrimp
Seven Seas Fish
Scrumptious Onion Rings

Baked Whitefish

/IA /UK II)
DEAR IWAllt There is more than an."Alihonse' Gaston minuet" going on here. You and J.inayfeel
that you "belong" together. hut you obviously don't
trust each other.
There is also the problem or J.'s dealing. witt his
an ailing wiry. Before you try to
guilt if hi I
figure Mil how I ) work your scheme into • reality,
ou need to get some professional help and make a
with.
decision you can both
Meanwhile. unless and until you get professional
help, you're asking for deep trouble' if you continue
to "see ráëh other"

Fried Clam Strips
Delicious Hushpuppies
Potato logs
Fnbulous Salad Bar

Fried Okra

Only '998
Regular Menu Served From 4 p.m. on Friday
Open 4 p.m. Mon -Sal
Highway 64 1 North

DEAR !Wok E: You may. not be able to. But feeling
as you do. tell Moll promptly that you have had
second thoughts and wish to decline the honor of
being her baby's godmother.
The obligation of a godparent is essentially to see
that the child is raised in the same fetith as the
parents. However. giedparent• do not, as many
assume. have any obligation to give financial assistance or .to adopt children- who lose their parents.
• That ii the responsibility of the guardian.

•.

111.:AH. ABBY The
...oil to nes husband
mine
said It owl'. i•
Itut Abby ..e

153 4141
Murray. KY

•_• •
DEAN ABBY filaetly what are the responsibilities of•
'Here's the iodination I have a friend We're
godmother.
risme hut not that floor -Molly- has a :I-vent-old child
and she s eirpreting another any day now She us also
•
betag 1.11%075rd
I am a professional woman. single and childless The
either night we met for dinner We it., that since sir twor-e oi
veari During dinner Molly asked nve tie he her baby's
godmother I sit irrpted on an impulse send we went on to
talk about_other things
Nies I'm having set lend thoughts It something happens
to the mother isn't the godmother supposed to adopt her
'had' Noss I regret haying actepted so hastolv To be
honest I really don t want to be her baby's godmother •
Hove 4 an I get out of it without putting a strain on our
'
sPoKE Too stmiN

uther evening at dinner I Jokingly
'111,1eut your girlfrichd's name ii. the
Mgt a ao I won't get you tosse mixed
he. was •aving this, he het stale

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood. Calif. 900344. For a personal reply. please
enclose a stamped. self-addressind envelope.
• ••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple. "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Ahby's new booklet. Send SI plus as
long, self-addressed. stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet. P.O. Box 3141423. Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.

i}1,111q11:1;111111.11.1&leilifill.1111S111J in 41f.V1111.114 IL.1111111./:11 111443411

r

I
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

It's The Total
On The Tope

That Counts

Murray, Ky.

Prices Good While Supply: Last!

Martha White

Martha White

Flour

Meal

94

Lb.

5 Lb.

Terser Ice Cream Gel. Pail 3.59

Turner Milk Gal. 2.19
• Reelfoot

Bologna

Reelfoot All Meat

Reelfoot

Wieners

Bacon

98
1 49 Sausage

YI 19

12 Oz.

Reelfoot 1 Lb.
Hot or Mild

20 Lb.

Potatoes
•

Yellow Onions Lb. 18'

Reelfoot Lord 4 Lb. 1.89
Blue Barn

Lecky Leaf

Dog Food

Apple
Sauce

5.th $689

1 39
Nabisco Saltine

Crackers

00

Bounty

Jumbo Roll

19

Sweepstakes Mackerel 59'

Coca-Cola
Sprite
Or
Tab

8 Pack
160-2.
Pies
Deposit

$

You Asked For It!
You wanted more parking space so we got it
for you.
We have just purchased the Edwin Cain Coast. Bldg. and lot next door, so now we have
more parking space to better serve you.
That's right you stsantod waroiparking space
6:D & T Waroliosso food se we boa* it for
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•• NASHVILLE; Tenn.
(AP) — Former Gov.,
Ray Blanton's one-time
legal counsel and an exTennessee Highway
Patrolman were to begin
serving five-year prison
terms today for their
roles in the state's
clemency-for-cash case.
T. Edward Sisk, Blanton's former legal
counsel, and Charles
Frederick Taylor, a
patrolman assigned to
Blanton's security staff,
pleaded guilty to selling
clemencies to state inmates for cash during
Blanton's administration.
They will serve their time
at Maxwell Air Force
Base in Mongomery,
Ala., Gary • Blackburn,
Sisk's attorney, said Sunday.
Sisk. Taylor, former
extradition officer
Charles Benson and exHamilton County
Democratic committeeman William Aubrey
Thompson were indicted
in March 1979 for selling
state inmates their
freedom. The first- trial
ended in a mistrial.
Defense attorneys appealed to the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
hopes of preventing a second trial, but the judges
ruled the defendants
could be tried again. That
decision was upheld by
the U.S. Supreme Court
in January 1981.
As the second trial
started, Thompson pleaded guilty to racketeering
and was given a fourmonth jail term added to
an urelatett two-year

sentence for thcome tax
evasion.
Benson was tried and
acquitted in May 1981.
Sisk and Taylor pleaded guilty before their trial
began and were each
given five-year prison
terms. But they reserved
the right to appeal on
grounds the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
RICO) statute under
which they were prosecuted was not meant to
apply to the governor's
office.
Last February, a threemember panel of the Cincinnati appellate court
overturned their convinctions, ruling the RICO
statute was misused. But
the entire appellate court
reversed the panel's decision and reinstated Sisk's
and Taylor's convictions.
The Supreme Court refused to hear an appeal.
Blanton was not charged in the case but was
convicted of extortion,
conspiracy and mail
fraud charges in connection with the issuance of
Nashville liquor licenses
to his supporters. He was
sentenced to three years
in prison and fined
$11,000. He is appealing
his conviction to the lith
U.S. Circuit Court.
Blanton's 1974 campaign manager, James
Allen, and his former administrative assistant
Clyde Edd Hood Jr., were
also convicted of mail
fraud and conspiracy and
are appealing to the Cincinnati court.

California teachers return to
classrooms after 82-day strike •
CALIFORNIA, Pa. at 9 p.m. Sunday when
(AP) — Striking teachers negotiators from the

3 Cans for

Towels
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Prisonterms begin today for
two involved in clemency case

,
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prepared for classroom
work instead of pidiet duty after union negotiators
sel'esd early today to a
ending a bitter
sometimes violent 112walkout.
"It's ratified. It's
egal," said Gerald
en, president of the

union and school board
reached agreement with
fact-finder William Hannan.
"Thank God it's over,"
said Hannan, a lawyer
from the state Department of Labor and In-,

dustry, following three
days of meetings.
6-member California
The final stumbling
Education Asada- blocks involved security,
who signed the four seniority and amnesty for
ear contract at 12:48 teachers who had been
.m.
defying a judge's order to
'The final word for this return to work since

Is let's get to December, according to
ork," said Cowen as his union attorney Roo Wats°Heavies stood, &p- man.
urled and hugged one

Deaths reported

to
FRANKFORT, Ky
report to classes at 8 I AP1 — Two people were
a.m., ending the longest killed in traffic mishaps
school strike in an Kentucky highways
y and Wit tivveatama, 1111CCOrdin5
allowing 1.400 students to to Kentucky State Polke
Teachers

were

return to the classroom. reports.
The date's previously
The deaths raised the
longest strike lasted 56 date's 1943 toll to 37, 19
lees than through the
days.
A breakthrough came same date last year.

•
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Marketbasket survey shows food price drop

Adams, Coleman ore district winners
Jason Adams,a student
at North Elementary
Schaal- and Janet Coleinan, a Calloway High
School student, were the
1942 district winners in
the Calloway County Conservation Poster Contest
and Essay Contest,
respectively,
The winning essay and
poster have been submitted for the state cham'''pionship in Louisville.
The title of the 1982 conservation essayg and
poster contest is "Water
Conservation-in my Cornmunity." "
The poster and essay
contest are sponsctred by
The Courier-Journal,

Kentucky Association of
Conservation Districts,
Kentucky Department of
Education 'and the
Calloway County Conservation District.
Poster winners include
Beth Boaz, East Elementary school winner and
second place county winner: Shannon E. Hazier
first at Carter, and Shelly
Leopard, first place at
Southwest
..
Second place poster
school winners include
Mary K. Oakley, Carter:
Stefani Barnett,
Southwest: Regina
Pridemore. • East: and
Jamie Futrell. North.
Third place poster

4J
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Retail food prices in •vere recorded by Georgetown checked in at %I..,
KentAly hit a 12-month surveyors this month for the high spot
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Substantial'price drops
of Shop/Talk will include Shirley's Delicious
Peterson & Sons, renown- Delights. General Eleced growers of African Inc Cooking School- will
violets who'll offer free be giving dail y
0. A s 11,-,0 itx.i, ,
fast in (lit'con-suilipto.ii ot i ounttics ate 11104t ti 11101c sou lei
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advice and items for sale. demonstrations.
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"Shop/Talk" is located Australians tied in the pounds
bellurn gowns of Civil
8
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1
for the l•nited Hungary the leader with 1482 .
of
.
amount
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capita
War uniforms can be had on the second floor of
StateS
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and
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at the studio of Tin Ermiorn Hall Coliseum
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per capita in 1982
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However.
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year
and
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capita
The USDA's Foreign Pounds
•
Fudge Booth. Fast char- there_ will be a free bus
7J'a1:111.1
NCIA
pIllilllii
Although the United pounds .
Agricultural Service said
coal portraits are the ride.•each day to
potiRds
101
8
iiVri.i0•,1
111
consumption
l'oultr!,
o
Australia
c
an
States
and
that total meat --and
thing ,at 0 Carey Collie downtown Louisville'sexlay' claim tor- the highest 1982 was led b% Israel at pet .:wire
consumption
poultry.
Caricatures. And. totop citing new Galleria inI ,,ilipar.itiyels . tlo.
based tin dressed carcass total per capita unreal:pp- 82;peutids
things-0ff, homemade a p- door mall. Seats- - are
-weights averaged 233 9 ton of-red meal and ‘Looking at Silew other So‘iet 1:haat consomme.'
ple butter will be bubbl- limited to. first-come.
pounds for each person III poultry in 1982. Ilelthrr tag ,consuniers of meat a totalper cajeita average
ing and simmering in a first-served.
was the largest in any in- and poultry . tlw report of 130_7 pounds iii 1981',
the two Countries
idol ivi'Is unchanged
dividual
category. iii. showed that Hungary
That was d o- w n
.
-the-- leading pork con friali rei•ent sears
somewhat from 1914.. 40. Lug-duo/4o the_analysts...
Uruguary, for eXiI111the United States and up
pie, led the 'World last
slightly in Australia
For beef and Veal, year with per capita beef
Australia led the United consumptiori of 184 4
chide workshops on soy- agricultural leadership. States 118.1 pounds to pounds. .followed. by .
.
bean export promotion. Lodging and conference 105.8 pounds. But Argentina with 161.5
soybean research, meals are courtesy of•I)u- American pork eaters p 0 u n el s
Nit r in all y .
government relations and 'Pont Company..
._ _
downed the Australians Argentina is the leader
until January 1, 1984
responsibilities of a soySoybean farmer 61 8 pounds to 33
In riork- consumption,'a
bean farmer leader. Boyd leaders attending from
Australia came back number if European
Burton, general manager Kentucky include, among
of the Biochemicals others, tieorge Crafton,
Department, DuPont Robards anti Jack
Company, will speak on Milliken. Eddyvillet
250 .i. 44. 4. .
.s i000
school winners are David
Amburgey, Carter,
Bryan Anderson,
Southwest: Kim Brown,
East; and Shane Dunnewsy. North.
Other essay winners
are Jeanne Kay Thorn.
second in county and
Calloway High second
place winner; Richard
Jobs, Murray Middle first
place school winner: and
Benjamin Bogard,
Calloway Middle first
place school winner

die

Farm show features'ShopTalk'
There are folks at the
Farm Show who have a
Few things to tickle your
fancy if you'd like a break
from post hole diggers.

made themselves.
Ma nd y's of New
Albany, will be returning
to the farm show with the
latest. women's fashions
for spring. It's a great
It's called "Shop/Talk" fashion show, and after
and it
a great all those pretty ladies are
amalgamation of special finished modeling the
events' and special finery, the audience has a
displays designed for the 'chance to buy what
person with corrugated they've been looking at. ,
_grain bin blues.
For All-- Seasons, aThere are. Lowaviiie,3 group of certified :color
Nimble Thimbles and the analYsts, lid' be O
- n hand
Kentucky Heritage Quilt to answer questions like:
. Society which will be glv- What are your best coling demonstrations of ors? and Do colors deterquilt making and sewing ,.. mine your mood? They'll
as well as selling bouti- go over make-up and
que items that they've make-over-tips, too.

Meat and poultry consumption down from last year in U.S.

Soybean farmers attend conference
ST. LOUIS, Mo. - Soybean farmer leaders
from Kentucky will be at-tending-a'leadership ron- -ference in St. Louis, Mo.,
Feb. 3-4, at the American
Soybean Association
world headquarters and
the Henry VIII Hotel.
This conference will be
specifically for soybean
farmer leaders from Indiana, Michigan,..„ Ohio
and Kentucky. -":-DuPont Company,
manufacturers of LEXONE Herbicide, is spotssoring the ASA-I.F.XONE
Leadership Conference in
cooperation with the
American Soybean
Association (ASA).
''Success On the
farmland and as a farmer

leader means success for
agribusiness," said Tim
.Hartsock, . a Chillicothe,
Ohio, soybean fanner
and conference chairman."In that. regard, DuPont is sponsoring this
leadership conference to
enhance soybean farmer
leader knowledge and
capabilities."

Roy Mackey
will appear on
'Donahue'show
LOUISVILLE - Kentucky Farm Bureau
President Ray Mackey, a
fanner in Hardin County,
is a featured guest on an
upcoming -Donahue"
program, to be aired by
various television stations in and around Kentucky over the next five
weeks.
The program,
videotaped in Chicago On .
Wednesday Jan. 26,
features a wide-ranging
discussion of fanners'
current economic plight
and the various proposals
for rescuing producers on
the verge of bankruptcy.
Besides Mackey,- host
Phil Donahue talks to a
select group of other
farmers from across the
nation slhei represent
various farm organizations.
Later airings have been
announced for the program on stations in
Paducah, Louisville,
Nashville, Tennessee,
Evansville, Indiana, and
Huntingdon, West
Virginia. Those stations
and dates are:
Louisville - WLKY-TV
Feb. 1, Huntingdon WOWK-TV Feb. 3,
Evansville - WFIE-TV
Feb. 10, Nashville - •
WZTV-TV -Feb. 10;
Paducah - WPSD-TV
March 3.
Air dates were provided by the Donahue staff.
A check of local listings is
recommended.

"DuPont and ASA each
have an important role in
soybean
and
ind
kee
usptthrgy th:
strong
t
dynamic," stated Dr.
Dale E. Wolf, vicepresident of DuPont
Biochemicals.'
'DuPont'3
sponsorship of the MA.LEXONE Leadership
Conference for these
state and national soybean association threetors and officers is a step
in that direction."
The conference will
commence with registration of attendees at 7
a.m., Feb. 3 and will condude at approximately
11:30 p.m., Feb. 4. Conf
888i0n3 will in.erence

Pay no
finance charges
And get a rebate check from Ca

PURINA
CHOIRS

February proclaimed 1:11
Potato Lover's Month
FRANKFURT
billion pouniis
Kentucky -produced
February has been proclaimed Potato Lover's potatoes make their way
Month in Kentucky by to the fresh produee
state Agriculture Corn- markets or are used by.
missioner Alben W potato chip manufai -.
Barsky if_
turers in the state,
The month is being Barkley said.
In the proclamation.
designated to recognize
the work of the state's Barkley noted that
potato producers. Ap- potatoes help consumers
proximately 20 Kentucky _prepare nutritious, low growers raised 2,000 cost meals The t'onunisacres, or 45 million'sioner encourages Kenpounds, of potatoes last tucktans to participate in
year. This contributed the month's celebration
greatly to the national by using potatoes often in
potato harvest of 35 their menus

Buchanan Feed And Seed
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Murray, Ky.

MR.DARK FIRED I
TOBACCO FARMER
Sell your Dark
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'8444144
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Special factory selling allowances

McKee! Equipment
/53 3062
503 W3Inut

Bag &
Bulk Feeds
753-53711

'
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‘
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Southern States

DON7 GET OFF TO
A SLOW START
THIS SPRING

Fired Tobacco with C.W. YOUNG &
CO. Loose Floor 501 E. 12th St. Hopkinsville, Ky.
In business since 1928. We will appreciate you
selling your tobacco with us. Our floor is lighted
and centrally heated for Dark Tobacco sale.
TOBACCO SOLD DAY AFTER DELIVERY
Stay on US 68 until you cross UN Railroad. Go to next light
(No. 8 on map) and turn right on Campbell St. Go to 3rd street
and turn right on 12 St.
ell ;

:.•.
TC`Igc.

•

Light

•TAKE YOUR FIRTII I/IR MOW-and be
out in front. You'll be in .1 position to gain a
valuable headstart in fertilizing your fields
and getting on with spring planting You'll
keep ahead of sot h problems as wet soils
Ain
and delivery (into s We can help
the race for bigger. better rop %irk!, Our
inventories are iomplete and our equipment is ready to roll-now. Gists us .1(all
today

uot.
We will hove

plenty room end our persosal service will be for
your convenience.

C. W. YOUNG &CO.
C. W. Young
Ilopkinsville, Cy. Tommy Young
885-5422 Coll Collett

GROW MASTER

753-1423 Murray
INDUSTRIAL ROAD

sports
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League parity
evident after
MSU comeback -

Two former Redskins selected
as pro football Hall of Famers
CANTON, Ohio API
Two former Washington
Redskins stars, quarterback Sonny. Jurgesen and
running back -wide
receiver Bobby Mitchell,
have been elected to the
Pro Football Hall of
Fame, an official of the
shrine confirmed today
- We're handling it this
way Jurgesen and Mit. hell's selections are apparently out We can't
stop any t.,wly from using
it We don't deny it," Hall
of Fame curator Joe Horrigan said
1 tie selections of
Jurgesen and Mitchell
y%eri• to :have,. been an-

nounced Saturday night
Horrigan indicated more
ensiwnees will join the
1963 class but refused to
identify them He said
they would be announced
Saturday night
,lurgensen, in seven
seasons with the
Philadelphia Eagles and
II years with the Redskins, threw 4,262 passes
and completed 2,433 of
them for 32.224 yards and
255 touchdowns
All of those figures
rank him among the top
10 National Football
League passers of all
tune
A native of Wilmington.
N C , and graduate of,

Duke University,
Jurgensen still ranks as
the most efficiept passer
in NFL history. He had an
efficiency rating of 82.8
percent for his 218 pro
games'
Jurgensen passed for
400 or more yards five
Limes in his career, then a
pro record, and had 25
games of 300 or more
passing yards
Mitchell, en eighthround draft choice of the
Cleveland Browns out of
the University of Illinois
in 1958. played in
Cleveland through the
1962 season, when he was
traded to the Redskins
lie retired from pro foot-

ball after the 1968 season.
The two-tune all-league
selection wound up with
14,078 combined yards
through rushing, receiving and kickoff returns.
That puts him behind only Jim Brown and 0.J
Simpson for the most
combined yardage in
NFI,history
Mitchell, a native of
Hot Springs. Ark , still
ranks as the league's
ninth all-time pass
receiver with 521 receptions for 7,954 yards and
65 touchdowns He also
averaged 26 4 yards on
102 kickoff returns, putting him in the top 20 of
all time

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Once around the league
means a 7-0 start for the
Murray State Racers giving them sole possession
of the Ohio Valley Conference lead.
But it hasn't been easy
Saturday's 81-77
squeeker over visiting
Austin Peay was a prime
example of the league's
parity'as the Racers had
to come'from behind to
beat the last-place Gover-.
nors.
'They played good
enough to win," said
Racer coach Ron Greene,
"but we didn't play bad

With Loveft out, Lakers crumble

Just Arrived New 200 SX
Hatchbacks & Hard Tops

;'00
op,
. 1

"
;4.,

A 1 ,

imposed.
"I tolg these guys to do
things the easy way and
not try to do things so
flashy." Greene said.
"I'm the one -who's paid
to think. I'd rather they
didn't think too much.
Basketball is a game of
habit."
As habit would 'dictate,
Sleets' late-game performance brought the
necessary inspiration for
MSU to close the gap both
in points and momentum.
"Sleets lay dormant ftm,
much of the game, bflIblit
like any good player he
knows when to turn it
on." sz_!yi-Creene.

"We were very fortunate
to get out with a win,
but good teams do that.
-Ron Greene

the Lakers had fallen behind Henry County by
17 points and suffered its'
biggest loss since a 34
point decision at Paducah
Tilghman two weeks ago
"We just weren't ready'
to play We were emotionally drained „.Aiifter
playing Mayfield and
Marshall County back-toKeith Lovett Showed back and this' being an
the Henry Countians an out-of-state team we just
awsome array of talent weren't up for them,"
during the first two Pack said
pest-lists, scoring 19 of the
Craig Darnell, the.
Laker; 30 points, but left Lakers top scorer this
the, game before the season, was stifled in the
fourth period and didn't opening half with only
return.
one point but bounced
According to Laker back in the last half with
coach- Jack Pack his nine, to finish the game
senior standout left second in the scoring
because he was sick. department for the hosts.
possibly with a stomach
Although having an off
vi ru,s
When Lovett left the night from the field, the
court late in the third Calloway. Countians conquarter, he was the tinued their outstandipg
gaine's leading scorer percentage from the free
throw line, hitting' 13of 16
with 21 points.'
attempts ,81 percent
This I..ovett kid can
In junior varsity -action
really put the ball in the
hole," said Henry County' the Lakers knocked. off
coach Mike Brown "He Henry County, 47-35, at
tore u.s up in the first Chris Sheridan led all
scorers with 14 points
half "After the contest was John Mark Potts and
tied five different times Todd Albrnten scored
in the first half, the nine and eight points for ,
fakers went to the dress- the winning clan.
Calloway will go on the
ing room at halftime facing a single point deficit, road for a three game trip
beginning Tuesday at
31-30
However, once the Camden (Tn. i and conthird frame was under- cluding with Farmington
way the Tennessee guests Friday and Fulton Counbegan to pull away from ty 4Feb. 8)
their struggling hosts,
el Callaway Cowl y
CAL/1.02 Y 47
who failed to score until
lkovart. 7 44 10 ligelarlourth 2434 4
4.45 had elapsed in the (.0rriman 1646 1.0,44111 5411 NA Ann.,
period Lovett's basket 2 044 ouvIrreon 1744 2 It•rritaLata
:7111441
from underneath the goal
11041111( OUUNTY GI
K Hi. 1446 Tunas 164 16 Kona..1
with 3.15 on the clock was
3)7
t
I 14 /4 Akurran 12
his last of the evening as Kellar 174 2 A It.. : 1 1 I Tr,r1
Henry County led with an 1.4414 *1144
allolv•7
7.., revw-44
11-point margin.
Henry 104441 3 174
I III lit Hs 3
34•1114m4
As the game concluded

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
The Calloway County
Lakers fought hard during the opening half, at
home Saturday night, but
fell victim to a secondhalf Henry County Jn
.rally as the hosts were
pinned with a 64-47 luss.

OF 21
Calloway County senior Keith
lAivett 'aim( tics two of his 21 points against Henry
County. Tenn , Saturday at (VHS IAwett was
leading both teams in scoring when he left the game
late in the third period and didn't return CUBS
coach Jack Pack explained I Aivett's absence as being because of illness
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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The Racer turn-on sank
enough to where I wanted the Goys to 1-6 in the conto give it to them."
-SKYWALKERS - Murray State guards Lamont
ference and a despondent
The Governors led by Ron Bargatze resembled
Steele (top) and Brian Stewart (below)combined
for 30 points as the Racers overcame a tough Austin' as much as 12, having a man with Murphy's
carved a 46-34 advantage Law hanging, over his
Peay squad to win 111-77 Saturday in Murray. Sleets
on the strength Ofincreih- head. Anything that could
fired in 13 and Stewart 17 to help bring MSU frown
ble 3-point goal accuracy. go wrong for the Goys.
behind to Win.
At one point in the first did.
Staff photos by Jim Ream.
half the Govs were 8-13
"Somewhere along the
from the bonus stripe way, we're going to
(beyond 19 feet).
develop into a great
For the game they ac- ballclub." Bargatze said.
cumulated 30 points on 10 ')This team had so many
of 21 ozone bombs,
big playsjn the first half
"They shot011( lights tonight
it's too bad we
out tonight, but We kept didn't get them at the
our poise and I think that end."
was the difference of the
Part of the distraction
game," Greene pointed to Bargatze's squad was
out.
the spirited capacity
The Murray skipper ad- crowd of 5,550 at Racer
mitted he was scared of Arena.
the Goys' uncanny longWhen asked if Murrange aceuracy consider- ray's Mine court was the
ing the night before toughest place to play in
Austin Peay had hit only the OVC, Bargatze
30 percent against Middle responded, "With this
Tennessee's 2-3 zone. team and this crowd it
Saturday at Racer Arena definitely should be."
the Goys canned 49.3 perFriday and Saturday
cent against the same the Racers are on the
defense.
road, heading north to Ice
The biggest difference Valley to face
for APSU was the hot Youngstown State and
hand of guard Lonnie Akron.
West who hit 6-of-12 3The trip to the two Ohio
pointers for all of his 18 schools marks the beginpoints.
ning of four road con"We made an adjust- ference .games for MSU
ment on West at halftime. in February. OVC games
We had to crowd him off after Ice Valley include a
that spot," Greene said.
home game, Feb. 11,
With the pressure on against Teimessee Tech;
West and a pair of 3- a late-night televised
pointers by junior guard game at Middle TenLamont Sleets, the nessee, Feb. 18; and a
Racers rallied and a pair trip to Austin Peay,
of free throws by Sammy Feb.25.
Curran gave them the
AUSTIN RAY TT
lead for good with 1:45 to
Idarname II 64 II, 4474dritys 3 1-4 7,
Felts
ONO Wed 11 04 le, Parker 411.11,
play.
Illorktre 2111 4, lierni 764 14, Woo•11
Glen Green led Murray •
S. James I *40 I, 114101/tat 11 414 11
with 28 points while Len- TcGals 331477
111,21USAT VATS IN I
ny Manning had 25.
Groin 1064 SI,Cumuli 2147,Heed 3
"We were very for- 1-3 G. Mayan 11 1-1 17, SIGMA 1 1,3 13.
Yeenibieed 1 *41,
3 114
tunate to get out with a PreGlos
Derr 111111 Tatais 32 130II
Hatton
MOO Posy 0, Murray
win, but good teams do
n
CARBONI)ALE, Ill. - viously wasn't ready, but we weren't match 6-1, 6-3. Barry Thomas that," Greene said.
Aatintuni TIA41 lerls
Forled
Aaelso
Posy U. Murray IN IS
The coach said he
Murray State opened its said MSU coach Bennie tough for this opener," took the No.6 singles vicSlassos 3, Woe 11.
6962/1 pole
Purcell said about his tory by bumping Scott thought some of his Poem ,BMA 2
men's tennis season Sun- Purcell.
A
100
team's troubles were selfday, but the team ob"We had our chances, team's 6-3 loss to Kruger 6-4,6-4,
Southern Illinois Steve Massed and
Carbondale
Johan Tanum teamed to
win the Ne.2 doubles
The Racers lost five 3- match 6-4, 6-3, over Peir
set matches, winning on- Widemark and Rollie Olily in No.2 and !•lo.6 quino.
singles" and in No.2
Friday the Racers conMurray State's Lady She also recorded four
doubles.
tinue their season by Racers made it two in a steals and three assists
Jan Soegaard was the hosting Mississippi at row Saturday when they while playing the entire
No.2 singles highlight, Kenlake's indoor tennis knocked off Ohio Valley 40 minutes.
n What batter than•fresh. onr pat but you vi ith dough
•
Not Pan Pima from your boom tor make timit mem day.tan*
defeating John Greif S-7,
Murray
trailed
at
Conference
foe
Austin
want Puoa }tut• radautan0 asau parr mumandla chrome
halftime, 33-36, but hit
Peay 11-72.One Oust Gives you money' and your thoenP of dela toto.
town*" Pm/ lovers nrse-t
Coiner on ourt, Wine the
The win was the second 114.3 percent from the
•
had it No raid'9
coupon beim and In ue make
of the week and fourth of floor the second half to
the season for the Racer pull away for good.
A Diane Oakley
waned who won at home
Saturday to avoid the stickback with 17:50
showing in the second
LOS ANGELES (API day for a game against conference cellar.
half gave the Lady
- The Beverly Glen que Celtics. The [Akers
Austin Posy dropped to Racers a $644 lead mid
home of Las Angeles were not scheduled ,to
6-4 in OVC play, MOW im- they never trailed
Laker' basetball star play today.
thereafter.
The 7,000-square-f001 proved to 1-4.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
Murray's starting five
Austin Peay led by as
suffered $3 million worth home on North Stone Caset the pace for the night much as II, 184, in the
of damage as fire engulf- nyon Road near the esas each player scared In' first he and Murray led
ed the two-story structure cloudy. Bel-Air section on
doable dorm.
by as much as 13. Mk
early dig morning. a Bre the westiside of Los
Gamedjade Redwine during the Second period.
Angelis was completely
'official
Friday the Lady
"There were two or- involved in 'lamp when had a he bad all scorers
•
in the house. but firefighters arrived while lid Barrett added Racers take to the road,
no injuries wer• shortly after the blase 16, Shalmi Cooper 15, visiting Fayetteville.
r•pisr-t.:11
,
‘" fir• was reported at 3:44 Melody Ottbiger 12, and Ark., where they'll cam/A Orome
in the Artaireas In.'
. Wells said
Diane Oddsy 10.
spokesman
Jim Wells
4444 •
la
Arrafatr=
plima lean> 4111444144144
be b
The cause of the firs,
Redwine's output was vitational Tournament.
said, adding hat he did
40.wpm ONO 4104
.1111 al
Con Ove
1/111
A1T participants will
not know be khintities of which was controlled at the sophomore's Caranif
FWD No•
=1:
ha. 4. 140
41.4es
tosionoe.
425 am, was under NO coming off ofelf include host Arkanass,
the hro people.
Abdul-Jabber was with •'routine imilltigat811111," field goals- and • blister- Mississippi State and
---- • `'"awat,• ••••
rib
1,
ing 10 of 13 from the line Middle Tennessee..
the Laken in BastesSan- Wens said
I.411•••••••11p•••

Unready Racers drop tennis opener

MSU Lady Racers win
second game,81-72
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Washington hails Hogs'success in Super Bowl
PASADENA. Calif.
i API Hail to the Hogs.
Washington's hut-loving
offensive line, and their
partner, running back
John Higgins. who Set a
Super . Bowl rushing
record and led the Redskins to the National
Football League championship
"They were magnificent," said Higgins. who
kept following the Hogmade holes for a record
166 yards on 38 carries in
the Redskins' 27-17 victory over the Miami
Dolphins Sunday
Higgins wasn't exactly
shabby either in this
pulsating come-from behind triumph, played
before 103.667 fans in the
cavernous Rose Bowl It
was the second largest

crowd in Super Bowl
history and the excitement of the game had to
erase any lingering bad
taste of this strange
strike-interrupted
11CLICI111.

It was a big-play game
between two teams that
had been struggling for
respect all season and
they earned it in the
season's finale with
Washington's victory
egnstructed around the
churning legs of its piledriving fullback.
President Ronald
Reagan noticed, saying in
a phone call to the
Washington locker room.
'I was going to ask Higgins to change the spelling of his name '•
The Redskins used
their Rtggins-nomics at-

tack

to wear down
Running behind
the proud Hogs
center
Jeff Hoax. guards Russ
Grimm and Fred Dean.
tackles Joe Jacoby and
George Starke, and tight
ends Rick Walker and
Don Warren
Higgins
kept finding huge holes in
the Dolphins' Killer Bee's
defense, best in the NEI.
The Hogs' playbook
isn't terribly cowpitc_ated. It's mostly Higgins left. Higgins right
and Higgins straight
ahead
"He's our bread and
butter." said Coach Joe
Gibbs "We give it to him
and make people take it
away from him "
So, when the Redskins.
trailing 17-13 early in the
fourth quarter and facing

MIAMI

a fourth-and-one at the
Miami 43, lined.up to go
for it, there was no great
mystery about who would
get the ball.
-The play is called 70('hap," said Higgins "It's
a play we've been rtuming all season "
The Dolphins called a
time out before the play
When they returned to the
line of scrimmage, they
had shifted from their
basic 3-4 defensive set to
one with six (town
linemen
"It's easier to make a
first down against the 3-4
defense." said Grunni
"It's harder against the
60, but if you do make it,
you usually make it big "
That's Just what Higgins did, sliding off the
left side and shrugging

SUPER CELEBRATION - W'sabington Redskins coach Joe Gibbs (left) celebrated with his team
Sunday
night after Washington won the Super Bowl by beating Miami, 27-17. Over 103,000 fans witnessed the NFL's
Miele in the Rose Bowl in Pasadena,Calif.
AP Laaerphoto

Another weekend, another No.1
up for grabs in college cage ranks
By MIKE HARRIS
day and was buried EnAP Sports Writer
day.The Tide players
After yet another wore black patches on
weekend of upsets in col- their left shoulders in
lege basketball, the top Bryant's memory'.
spot is up for grabs again.
The Bruins, 14-2, bouncBoth top-ranked UCLA ed back Sunday with a 59- the fourth team to top 53 victory over Notre
The Associated Press poll Dame.
this season - and No. 2
Ralph Jackson made
Indiana fell over the four free throws in the
weekend, while the third- Last 12 seconds to help the
ranked team, defending Bruins pad a 55-53 lead.
national champion North Darren Daye led the
Carolina, and fourth- Bruins with 18 points,
ranked Nevada-Las while John Paxson topVegas each filed a claim ped Notre Dame, 10-7.
for the No. 1 spot by conti- with 18.
nuing winning strings.
On Saturday in Iowa CiNorth Carolina's Tar ty, Greg Stokes and
Heels, 17-3, ran their win- reserve Andre Banks
ning streak to 14 games fueled a-second-half outSaturday by defeating burst that carried No. 14
Atlantic Coast Con- Iowa to a 63-48 Big Ten
ference rival Georgia victory over Indiana. The
Tech 7245. Sophomore setback knocked the
Michael Jordan, the hero Hoosiers out of sole
of last season's NCAA ti- possession of the cont I e game against ference lead and cost
Georgetown, scored a them a chance to regain
careerwhigh 39 points for the No. 1 spot in the AP
the Tar Heels.
And Nevada-Las Vegas
10 a trailed Indiana 27stormed back from 16 25 at halftime but took
points down to beat Lang charge by outscoring the
Beach State 71-74 Satur- Hoosiers 16-2 during a
day night and remain the six-minute stretch midnation's only majv way through the second
unbeaten at 1114.
half. Stokes and Banks
Meanwhile, a furious each scored seven points
UCLA rally fell short Fri- during the surge, which
day night and the Bruins gave the Hawkeyes a 47suffered a rare 3$ lead. Stokes finished
homecourt loss at the with 23 points, and Banks
hands of Alabama. The scored 11. The Hawkeyes
Crtmson Tide won 7047 held Indiana stars Ted
when Mike Davis hit two Kitchel and Randy Wittfree throws to break a tie man to 13 and 10 points.
after being intentionally respectively, In handing
fouled by Rod Foster with the Hoosiers then second
10 seconds left.
setback in 17 games.
Alabama, which never
North Carolina's Jortrailed In the game, led dan provided mod of his
by II points early in the team's offense by
second half before UCLA shooting 11-of-16 from the
roared back and tied the floor, including
score at 6747.
from thTee-point terThat game was preced- Mary. Sam Perkins added by a ninment of silence ed 23 points.
In memory of Alabama
With the score tied 4546
football Coach Paul and 11:44 remaining, Jor-Bear" Bryant, who died dan canned a three-point
of a heart attack Wednes- field goal, was fouled and

converted the free throw.
Perkins and Warren Martin added baskets and
Jordan ended the spurt
with a free throw.- giving
the Tar Heels a 54-45 lead.
Top Ten
Center Sidney Green
scored 32 points and grabbed 16 rebounds for
Nevada-Las Vegas. It
was the second straight
game the Rebels had
come from far behind in
the second half
At Memphis. Keith Lee
poured in 35 points and
grabbed 14 rebounds as
Memphis State, 16-1,
downed Eastern Kentucky 80-85 The Tigers
led 40-38 at halftime and
65-61 with seven minutes
left, but a full-court press
and tenacious man-toman defense helped them
pull away. Memphis
State's Bobby Parks added 20 points and pulled
down 12 rebounds.

At CharlOttesville, Va
Ralph Sampson poured in
35 points and grabbed 12
rebounds to lead Virginia
past -eighth-rankeli
Louisville 98-81, snapping
the Cardinals' : eightgame winning streak
Vitionta, 17-2, shot 64 percent an handing I muisville
its third setback in 19
games
At Athens, Ga James
Ranks sank three consecutive shots to trigger as
late 19-2 burst that car;
nett Georgia to a 70-63
upset of No. 10 Kentucky,
leaving five teams
deadlocked for first place
in the Southeastern Conference
Second Ten
At Philadelphia.
sophomore guard Gary
Mclam scored a careerhigh 16. points as 11thranked Villanova
defeated No. 18 Syracuse
63-75 in a Big East game

4,ff cornerback Don
McNeal to race into the
end zone for the
touchdown that put
Washing,ton in front for
the first time in the gaffeOnce armed with the
lead, the Redskins kept
Higgins banging into the
Dolphins. chewing up
chunks of yardage that
eventually led to a wrapup touchdown from Joe
Theismann to Charlie
Brown
'The g
started
with a 50-gut. Higgins'
basic call', And ended
ith a 50-gut.- said
Starke "We ran the Sallie
plays all day Our plan to
run the basic plays was
there all day We never
had to go to Plan H'•
Theismann played his
part, tossing a pair of
touchdowns and breaking
up .an almost-certain interception with a deft
defensive play But ask
him about the game and
ht. Just grinned and said.
"We Just turned our Flogs
lunar today ..•
The Redskins overcame two stunning.longyardage plays which had
'built a 17-10 halftime lead
for Miami.
The Dolphins had seized the early lead when
David Woodley and
my eefalo combined for..1
76-yard touchdown pass
on Miami's._ fifth play
from scrtmmagc It %ivthe second lomiem,
pass in Super Bowl
-history
Woodley had Miami
moving again with a first
down at tht• Washington
37 But he was sac kt•41
Dexter Manley
who
jolted the ball lot use I iave
-Butz recovered for the
Redskins
Higgins carried five
straight • times for 21
yards in the ensuing drive
and with fourth and 'two
-at the 14-yard line, Mark
Moseley kicked a 31-yard
field goal It came on the
second play of the second
quartet and touched _off
s. tn e scot i
pyrotechnics.
Miami came right
back, spinning off four
first downs on an WIpressave - drier to the
Washington 3-yard line
But the Redskins Statfened there anti l'we von
Schumann locked a 20yard held goal
•
That made it 10-3 and
Theismann runic back
throwing Ile hit Rick
Walker for 27 yards on
the first play after the
kickoff and. later found
Higgins - yes. he can
catch • the ball, too
for
15 more The drive ended
with Theismann passing
to Alvin i;iiirrtt for a 4yard TD
That tied the score, but
not for long ,Fulton
Walker, whose 42-yard
return had set up von
Schamatin's field goal,
dashed 98 yards with tht•
next one, the first time in
Super Bowl history that a
kickoff has been returned
for a touchdown
That made it 17-10 with
just 94 Seconds left in the
first half, but the Redskins wen•ni done A 30yard pass interference
call and a 26-yard-eorn-

pletion to Charlie Brown
had Washington on the
move. With 14 seconds
left, Theismann nit Garrett for 9 yards to the
Miami 8 But Washington
had no timenuts left and
the seconds ticked off
befeure the Redskins coult1
get another play
Moseley's second field
goal, this one a 20-yarder.
had narrowed Nitano'.
It-ad to 17-13 With 2 42
left in the period. Mark
.Murphy intercepted a
pass anti. Washington
started from its •y-aril
line Itiggins
tw ice for 13 yards and
tht•ii ThvIsinann tried a
pass It was airt*Irect
disaster
,+/ short pass til
Charlie Brown in the left
flat
the quarterbat•k
rt•Called Kim Bokamper.
with
heay, y rush.
&Bet-it-if the' ball and it
popped into the air •.ks it
came down. it lookt•d
Bokamper
grab it
and heat for the end zone
r es • yc
it
t
s
'Ilivisinann. play ing
dt•fensiye hack. and
kiitycking the ball out of
.1lokanitit•CT, hands
Had Bokamper canght
the ball and taken it in.
Miaini would have had a
2413 lead going into tht•
fourth quarter -Instead it
was still 17-13 Washington ret i ned
possession and It u'.' II 1
the---Dolottins' 43 liefor...4

Theismaan. throwing for
the end lone. 101 /1, In
tercepted by. Lyle
Btackwood at the I-) aril
line It amounted to a
long 'punt and Nthen the
Redskins contained
Miami. the I iolphins were
toreed to punt the hall
back
Washington took over
at midfield and faced a
fourth-and-one at the
Dolphins' 43 with 9 01 to
play Gibbs 44•cided to go
for it with his bread and
butter man
"I was thinking about
the play on third clown.'
(he' coach said 'We knew
if we didn't make it on
third down, it would he a
risky field goal We felt
wt.. would take ma be,?
plus' and go at them
Si) the Redskins Weill
for Higgins
,
.1.ta• play was a take

"This was a good start
for us." said bead coach
Jay Flanagan. "Now we
have a better idea what
we need to work on and
where our strong points
might be."
One of-Murray's strong
points came in the form
at Gary Ribbons who
-placed a Ow genital tit
the two mde run 19:01.531
and third in the mile
14 11 41 Tyrone Gulden
also performed well Maeing second in the 300yd.-

dash ;31 681 and third in
the 440 yd -lash
In the field events.
MSU stayed together in
the triple lump taking second 'Dave Small 1. third
'Don Small, and fourth
(James Pace I While in
the high Jump Ernest
,Patterson took third jumping 6 feet 9 inches
Overall, F'binagan was
pleased with the effort
from his team. "Considering the short time
we had to get ready for
this meet and the tqualit!,
of the other two teams. I
feel we met the challenge
well."
MSU Will be in action
Saturday (Jan. ltrwiten
it competes in two meets.
the Illinois Invitational in
Chainpaign and MasonDiso-n Games in
Louisville.

• 1,Ullt

11411

MU\ +

ii d vs h e
WashIngton got the ball
bat k. :ad,s went back to
basics Higgins carried
on eight of the next 11
plays. a drive that ended
with TheisinatuCS second
tout•titiown pass of the
gaint• this One ti-% antrato Brown
Aftt•e that it was just a
matter IT( running out the
final two !inflates it ttle
game Hark filgg1T1S and
the Bog, had done
h 1 u Ii
. a

datitaa'i•

What did thc Dolphin.
think of the running
who hail deNtros iii thus-in
Stiller lit.% dream
.1ohn Riggins ‘k ,is
I nil I•1%i•
Mr
111
Wor1,1 ' said detensn,
en,t I I. tag Belief s theta
offense 1,14.1. no 'set rct
;no It tO Johtl

11•4- 11 one of the
'I think they 111411'0d cc. A./ t'.11 fullko
oder the
Were slanting one waY
;.1st decade " said guarol
and got caught when At it 'ii ktiechentter
t
went the other was John
Alf lett the IN as1111113.01I
Illade a great run
..!'enhe •41 tits ball k iiij ti
The pla, waslii•Nio
tht• %Val aid Ile did it
to provide blocks on just
about all the Ilpton
‘nd hnw about tlie
th•rendi•rS Only 'the • Jic
nei back was fr., l'hat
bey hail a hie -ti
was McNeal. but Ile
1111t.
said
e
pet I when the Oa%
I
\
/i u'b,s k.,
,inui his Ills' tittle tic
I hey weir kiits king ii-.
recovered Hawn,- cc
of t tht• i.i II
t'tie%
rumbling and rail right
tiallenged us anil cc
through his arisi tackle
1h. ,
and after that it w.cc ,.tt the • halleoe:J•
duy light to-the-444441-44444'
ball g.unt•

ltsliI,1.
elblas contitioe•t
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MSU indoor track team
finishes third Saturday
In its opening indoor
meet of the season, Murray State's men's track
team placed third behind
Southern Illinois and host
Purdue,
Southern Illinois won
the meet with itt paints,
while Purdue finished
with 55 and MSU had 23.
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Ledger & Times gets sports awards at Kentucky press meet
OWENSBORO. Ky. the Lexington HeraldI
— Daily leader Co.
newspapers in
The Winchester Sun
Owensboro, Henderson tallied the most prizes in
and Winchester received Class I. which includes
the greatest number of in- dailies with a circulation
diviellial prizes awarded of less than 10,000. The
by the Kentucky Press Gleaner, at Henderson
Association.
won in Class 11. circulaThe awards ceremony tion from 10,001 to 25.000;
Saturday concluded the while the Messengerorganization's 114th an- Inquxer won in Class.11 I.
nual mid-winter conven- circulation of 25,001 or
tion. which began Thurs- more.
day.
County
The awards . were for ' The Gallatin
Warsaw took top
News
at
K PA's fall contest, in
honors in (lass I of the
which more than 1.000 enweekly division. Other
tries were
,received from
weekly newspapers -tom- writers a,nd
their classes were the
mg
photographers competing
Springfield Sun. Class II,
in Itcategories.
Lebanon EnterThe winning entries in and the
the three classes of week- prise, Class III
ly competition and three
KPA Awards List
OWENSBORO, Ky
classes of daily competiAP) -- Here is a list of
tion were displayed in a
slide show prepared by winners in the Kentucky

Press. Association fall
newspaper competition •
Clam I
Middlesboro Daily
News-- First Place,
editorial. Tern 1..ikeris
locally wntten column.
Mary Leidig-Hayes; Second Place. investigative
story. Terri Likens;
Honorable Mention, local
news picture, Terri
Likens.
Harlan ()oily Enterprise--First Place, news
story, Ed - Gibson; locally
written column, Ewell
Balltrip; Second Place.local news picture, Chris
Jones; local feature picture. Chris Jones: local
sports picture, Joe
Durham.
Corbin Times Tribune First Place,
feature story, Willie
Sawyers; Second Place,
editorial, James
Crawford; Third Place,
sports story or feature.
Phil Skaggs
Murray Ledger &
Times First Place,
"it's . the nght thing to sports column, Jun Recdo."
tor; local sports picture,
"I grew up in Wilmere Jim Rector. Third Place,
and spent a lot of time on sports column, M.C.
that creek as a kid," Lear Garrott.
said. "It was always my
Glasgow Daily
life's goal to Own a farm News --First Place,
along the creek and now I sports story or feature,
own three.
Fred Ganter; local
"I'm vea selfish about feature picture, I)aniel
who I allow on my proper- Price; Second Place,
ty. I wouldn't enter into locally written column,
an. agreement like this Joel Wilson; Third'Place.
With jitit inYbOdY,-but ttie kcal feetUre
Nature Conservancy is a Mary Ann-Lyons.
- very respectable group."
Winchester Sun First
Lear • now lives in Lex- Place, news picture,
ington and his business - James Jittann;ininterests include in- vestigative story. Lisa
surance and real estate Aug; Second Place, news
development. He alsO is story. Jeff Kerr; feature
one of the conservancy's story, Betty Malkin;
2 0 0,0.00 national sports column, Jeff Kerr;
members.
sports story or feature,
Archer Said the Jeff.Kerr; -Third Place.
organization is able to ap- local news picture,
peal to businessmen like James Mann: local
Lear because it -is low- sports picture. Jerry Linkey, Preferring to avoid ville; investigative story,
legal confrontations over Betty Malkin.
Mayfield
issues like strip mining or
clean-air legislation.
Messenger --Second

Nature Conservancy enters
lease with state landowners
WILMORE, Ky. I AP)
.— The sun was slipping_
behind the cliffs as Hugh
Archer hiked out of rugged Jessamine Creek
gorge, but he paused,for a
last, appreciative look.
"We're not going after
every patch of green in
the state, but we want to
.savftthis," Archer said.
"TIM is one of the best
spots in Kentycky.", _
Archer, 33, is an attorney and director of the
state chapter of the
Nature Conservancy. The
private, non-profit
organization works to
take unspoiled lands out
of circulation," he said.
Founded in 1951, the
Nature Conservancy is
the nation's-, largest
private landowter. It
owns and protects more
than 1.8 million acres of
forests, swamps, praines
and beaches.
Its holdings include
nine parcels totaling
more than 2,300 acres in
Kentucky. from 313-acre
Murphy's Pond in
Hickman County to 342
acres along Bad Branch
In Letcher County.
And it is taking a new
approach toward preserving the 177-acre gorge
that rims wild, nearly inaccessible Jessamine
Creek.
In the first agreement
of its kind in Kentucky,
the conservancy signed a
stewardihip lease on the
land withVilliam Marvin
Lear and his family..
Under terms of the
,lease, the Lears agree to
preserve the land in its
natural state. Both the
Leers and the conservancy will work to bar
destructive trespassers.
clean up trash and
monitor the area.
The lease is not binding
and can be canceled by
either party, but Archer
called it an important
beginning because', the
Lear family is the largest
single landowner on the
creek.
Archer said he hoped
others in the area would
sign similar agreements.
The gorge's cliffs and
rock ledges support 395
plant species, seven of
which are considered endangered, and three
species of bats, Archer
said.
• He said it is the only
known place in Kentucky
where the snow trillium,
a rare wildflower, grows.
It may also contain Kentucky's last breeding colony of gray bats, he added.
Marvin Lear said he
signed the lease because

Teens do buying
NEW YORK (API —
Not only do tasestga girls
purchase many
household goods-et their
own, but they alio hava a
strong voice is Whet
kinds of products which brandallatlanAL
uses, a recent survey indicates.
.•
"With so many mothers
working, teen daughters
are often-actual partners
In managing the home,"
says Ruth Clark, senior
vice president of
Yankslovich. Skelly and
White, which conducted
the survey sponsored by
Siventeanniagazine.

Place, locally written col- lone subject) Garth Place, locally- Written col- Fossett, ktcallv written sports column regular'
umn, Virginia Garrott; Gamblin; locally written umn variety of topics
column cone subject I. heading l. Mark Bradley: •
Third Place, locally writ- column 4 variety of Herb Brock: sports col- David Weaker. lot-al local feature picture. Run
ten column, Dennis ,ffill; topics) Ben Hall: Second umn regular heading) sports picture, Jim Garrison. Honorable
Honorable Mention, Loral Place, editorial, Tom Larry Vaught, sports Osborn. investigative Mention, feature slory.•
news picture. Jim Aber- Clinton; local feature pic- stun or feature, Herb story. Gary Webb and To Leon Taylor: locally Writnathy.
Loftus, Honorable Men- ten colunm one subject •
ture. Ed Noble; Third Brock
Fulton Daily Place,feature story, Lisa
tion. sports story or Sharon Thompson. local
CLASS III
sports picture. Ron GarLeader Third Place, Englehart.
Iharnsboro Messenger- feature. Dan Wetter
editorial. Eunice Wilson;
Lexington S'unday, mon
Bowling Green Daily Inquirer First Place.
The Ke'ntuck'y Ennews story. Rita Mitchell, News—First Place, ,editorial, Dave tioeyink; Blerald-LeiWer-- First
John Jones, Mendeth sports column, Clark local news picture. Don Place. feature story, Jim gamer Second Place.
Tate; feature story. John Hanes; local news pic- Reimer. local feature Warren. sports story or feature. steir, Karen
07 Tones; locally written ture, Mark-Workman Se- picture, J D Sclaalm, feature; Mary jean Wall. Garloch: locally wntten
column.Eunice Wilson
cond Place, news story. local sports picture. Se- Second Place.. sports column ! variety of
Class II
Vickie Stevens; Third cond Place, sports cal- story or feature, I) G topics., Jack hicks
Lexington Herald &
Somerset Place. locally written col- umn regular heading., Fittniaurtee. Honorable
Commonwealth - umn I one subject ). Jim Danny McK mile. local Mention. Investigative. Leader -Second Place.
1 etc a I news ,,Pitt ore,
Journal --First Place, Highland.
story: Michael York
feature picture... J
editorial. Phillip
Ashland Daily Indepen- Charles Bertram. .
Kentucky New Era Schwalm. local sports
Paducah Sun Second
Winslow; sports story or ollopkinsvillet- First picture, J
Schwalm. dent First Place. locally
feat-ure, Ken Place, local sports pic- Honorable Mention. local written CO11111111 Mit' -,4aib!- Place, locally written colSchmidheiser; Second ture. Allen Lake. Third feature picture, Don Ject I. Mike Reliford. a:lin 4 OM' SLIbilt`et I 141-11
Third Place.,
Place, local sports pic- Place, local news picture. -Reimer: local sports pic- locally written column Oakley
variety of topics!. Alan^ news story, Ron Clark ,
ture, David Anderson; Allen Lake: local feature ture, Jim Baumgarten
Third Place, sports story picture. Allen l.ake,
The Kentucky.- Slattingly . Honorable Honorable Mention, local
or feature, Jim Kurk; m-• Honorable Mention, news Post First -Place. news Mention, news story , Piet news picture. Barkley
vestigativeostory,Phillip picture, Jeff Bradford
story, Peggy K rennet . liennlepp
I. 44 X rngto 11
Winslow; Honorable
The' I..e. x fl gt on
Frankfort State Jour- sports column !regular
Mention, locally written nal First -Place, in- heading.. then Weber, I .eader First PlaCe, in- Herald Third Place.
column,Susan Stewart
vestigative story. Gil Second Place. news vestieat e story, Ed sports story or feature,
The Gleaner Herwier- Lawson, Second Place, story. John Rester. in- Bean. Second *Place. John Harris. local news
son-i—First Place. news investigative story. Ron vestigative story
A'She editorial. lion Fdwarater-picture. (*harks Herstory, Judy Jenkins; Herron
apides, Third Place. Third Pluce. locally writ- tram. honorable menlocal feature picture,
Danville Advocate- editorial. Mike -Phillips: ten .column . variety ..of . tjon.. itivestwative story._
Mike • Lawrence;• Second 'Messenger —Second feature sttir. .1:1) topics I hun Edwards. -Ray t'ohn —
Place; local .news picture. Chuck Stinnett.
Third Place, editorial,
Ron Jenkins; locally
Ron &
written column. Judy,:
Jenkins; sports column.
Joyce's
Leo Peckinpaugh,
Honorable Mention,
louSily
eaten column.
Donna Stinnett.
Elizabethtown News-Enterprise---First Mare,
feature . story. trreg
with Soup 1. Salad Bar s 299
Kocher; Second Nice,
feature story, Patti DenSoup and Salad Bar Only 5 1"
ton; locally written -column. Barbara Foote,:
Third- Place. new; story,
Miry Jane Cherry;
sports story or feature,
with Soup & Salad Bar sr'
Darrell Bird; local sports
picture, Darrell Bird;
Soup & Salad Bar only s 1"
Honorable Mention, rieWs
story, Donna Stinnett;
local sports picture. P.J.
Azzolina.
753 0440 BO 004 C mnie
Madisonville
14•011044"
Messenger- First,Place,
locally written coliunn

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Every-

Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $229

Every
Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $229
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GRAND OPENING
IN MURRAY
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Everything In Our Color Van.Sale

30-40% °FF
CUSTOM DRAPERIES

Mini-Blinds *Verosols 'Vertical Blinds
Woven Woods *Bedspreads •Energy Fabrics
Swags 'Valances

15-30% Off

Wallcovering

Save $3$57„?
Anso IV Carpet
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Liver transplant recipient returns for checkup
'MINNEAPOLIS AP
- Three months after
receiving a liver
transplant, 14-month-old
Jamie Fiske has returned
to Univeritty of Mar
nesota Hospitals for an
important checkup.
Jamie and her parents,
Charles and Marilyn
Fiske of Bridgewater.
Mass amved Sunday in
Minneapolis. Jamie was
checked into University
Hospitals for four days of
tests to determine how
her new liver is functioning
-•
Fiske said Jamie's appearance has improved
dramatically since she
returned lio.meto
Bridgewater on Dec 16
Believed to be the nation's youngest liver
transplant recipient, she
has gained 3 pounds and

entered University
now weighs 19 pounds
• She is a different HospiLals.Sept 15 to wait
for a donor organ
girl." Fiske said.
Jamie received the new
"She eats like any 1year-old, which means liver - Nev. .5 after her
everything in sight." her father made an emotional
plea to a convention of
mother said.
Dr John Najarian, the pediatricians in New
Without the
hospitals' chief of. York
surgery, had said "we transplant, doctors said
can really relax" if no Jamie would have died by
major problems are Thanksgiving
found during Jamie's
three-month checkup
During her Minneapolis
HONOLULU I AP
stay. Janue will have a
liver biopsy and a scan to Singer Debby Boone is
check how well her new expecting another baby,
liver LA working, doctors the second child for her
and husband Gabnel Fersat!
Jamie was born with rer. son of actor Jose Ferbiliary atrefia. a rare and rer and singer Rosemary
fatal liver disease, and (looney
The. couple has a boy.
underwent surgery twice
before doctors determin- almost 2 The new arrival
ed that she would die is expected in late sumwithout a new liver She flier

Boone expecting

1
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HERE'S A COOKIE St:7'
BEFORE 't•Oc EAT -.'ONSIDER
THI5.

1. Wel Notice

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
ApPointments Have
Bann Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date
Of Qualification.
Minnie Jones, 323
Woodlawn St Murray, Deceased
Alton C. Jones, P 0
Box 41. New Concord, Executor J
V/M Phillips, 401A
Maple St . Murray.
Attorney
Hortense Ellis,
1009 Story. Murray.
Deceased Leda E
Erwin. 1009 Story,
Murray. Executrix.
Joseph Alir7 Bohn,
200 S 4th. Murray,
Attorney. 'Sarah
Pantera. 401 Kentucky Ave . Murray • Deceased
Pete Parizera. 401
-Kentucky _Ave.,
Murray. Executor
Robert 0 Miller.
201 S 501. Murray,Attorney
1 1 a Ennis
Douglass. 1307
Olive Blvd
Murray Deceased
Nova M -Douglass.
1307 Olive Blvd
Murra),Executrix.
Eula Pearl
Lassiter, 204 E.

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
His Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
Alfred Eldridge,
Guardian For
Gregory, Minor
Child.
,_
Exceptions To This
Settlement-Must Be
Filed In The
Calloway Court On
Or Before February
9, 1913. The Date Of
Hearing
Ann P Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

PupLir

A.ro.ettarot
4thval.,e.
.4;' Nereht
,r
(
rex..4
0 ',,I4e/orrn
i rt

Warreit.

'

Ss,i of Ada,
' 4',
1
14 1%441.e

- 3E3103:1
3E.a.tglhiSIOSXM'

sa-

StMuiiny

Deceased Mary G.
Lassiter. 204 E
Poplar., Murray,
and, fluty A
Lassiter, 204 E
Poplar. Murray,
Co- E serlilr ices
Stephan C Sanders.
Main & 7th. Murray , Attorney
Sara
Elizabeth Williams,
Westview Nursing
Home, Murray,
DtTeased Eddy
Wayne Williams,
8608 E Old Spanish
Tr. Tucson. AZ
85700 - Executor
W
onald
Overbey, 291 Main
St . Attorney
Ann P
Circuit Court Clerk

AT \
FORGE ALL
A TiliN BREAD
GEORGE WASMINEJON AND ''FIRECAkE MADE OF FLOVR
1.115 TROOPS 1-1AL' TO EAT
ANC LATER,AND
WAS''FIRECAKE ANC' WATER
BUR'OVU A
CAMPFIRE

2. Notice

1.Legal Notice

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
Harold It Douglas,
Excitor. Of The
Estate Of I H. Key.
Deceased
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must He
Filed In - The
Calloway Court On
Or Before February
9, 1983, The Date Of
Hearing
Ann r Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

competent
Excepttans To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed In The
Calloway Caul On
Or Before February
9, 1913, The, Date.Of
Hearing.
'Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

m00000000/16

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodical Settlement Of Accounts Has Been
Filed In The
Calloway' District
Court By Anna Mae
McElrath, Committee For Charles D.
McElrath, In-

_,UST Wi4AT I NEEDED
A CNOCOLATE GUILT
COOKIE

All

2. Notice
"limiest Life aad Ascidont's IRA can
paraium ymi sad
year spinosa a retiree's's imams yea cowl

Cornott,

to

minded Cerlion
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907140PY in 1101.1r present
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inyestlgate
send
with ••future
resome,9e Career. P0.
354 Mavhete. Kr MOW

O. Situation Wanted

v999_0999099_90

Need rES6tOfflIbli
mother to babvsit. 1
small ch.idren
ieetkenes Call IV 3250
offer 54) m
Wanted' Someone
snowiegabie ot stomps
to estimate tne vet.* OF
a stamp eollect,on Call
753 3711

Watch for rood
*pools.
Olympic Plaza
Remy. Ey.

Fe Jennings
Box 61
Murray Ky
420

Ilfrob.1.01,1S

rive

COMING
SOON
VERNON'S
ULTIMATE
WESTERN
WORLD

•

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of ccounts
Has Been Filed In
The ('allow-ay
District • Court By
Harold-W.-Douglas.ElIffutor. Of • The
Estate Of Ethel
Key. I)eceased
Exceptions In This
Settlepient Must Be
Filed
The
Calloway Court On
Or Before February
9, 1983. The Date 01
Hearing
Ann P Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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6. Help Wanted
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1573 or 751 76138
available through local
gOlLernment agencies
_-670.000 to 150.000 poten
A small retail business
?pat _ Call (refundable')
753 9751
1 .'619 1 569 8304. dept
Burley Poundage for '82
845 for, your 1913
Or "113 crop 7530471
.
1_
24
Raw furs, raccoon, red
Olt COMPANY
toy gray fox muskrat,
OPENING
Off snore
reek
°vote Opossum.
rigs
no e•perience
beaver
Owen Mc
necessar
start im
ClAfl.P O. Box 63.
----rnettrale+-r--- 357008- -p-hrs
Iii
Pulaski
6_7976,
per year For infoc.ma
Phone 618 347 6316
lion 'au 1 312 920 9364
-pr04•0".01 III

COLOR
TV
Rental S10.00
week
753-8201

F.t yaw ciwyrfaiewe .
Saner Imo OR Wes Deo
wall bit la ow 1411frwr
F. All PM to 11.00 P
Towoulays
,.
Madsys
Tlarsdoys twill Friary'
,
1 6100113.plIES160111Ill,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
I4SOC Mao

f-ORE
Aioe Vera
PRODUCTS ,
West Kentucky Group
roo,11
be holding an
informational and Cer
tdication MeeDng at the
1401.day, inn
Murray
7 30 p.m
Monday,
February 1. 1983 All
icterested parties
*Plc Orr e

Nays 5 *Mates? Call
759.4444 for no is'Orations( message to
beialtfim yam day.
°Wren's taps 759
4445.
z

One used SCM 152
copy machine. For
information, 7S34751.
NOTICE
We Are Now
Equipped For
Macpherson Strut
-End Alignment
Coil 753-8500

VALES P0Siti094
o
apply, bring this ad and
attend informational
and Certif.( ation Meet
ing at the Holiday Inn,
7 30 p rn
Murray
Monday. February 1
1983
Ask for Mrs
Adams.
3ticess with color
Seasons of Colors area
fastest growing' color
analysis artistic make
up and wardrObe plan
cling. (total appear
ance/ is seeking pro
fesstonal duality con
sultants capable of
operating their own
business and rec rutting
ano managing other
consultants
We train
and assist extensively
For details, send re
sume to Season of
COlors. P 0 80w 9314
Kenturky Oak Mall,
Paducah, Ky. 42001

-

• 16. Home Furnishimis
Gr a v tweed couch,
black ',tinyl recliner,
chrome and glass
Etagere black and red
carpet. All in good
cOndition
Phone 753
1851 before . 6 00 753
3862 after 6 00p rn

17 Vacuum Cleaners
.4
Filter.
P.,rby
Electrolux owners We
repair and carry parts
For any 'vacuum bags.
brushes, hoseS. belts
We also repair Hoovers
and Eurekas Full tine
Of used cleaners Call •
759 4801. K ,rbS/
a 79 a Ser vice.
Courtsguare
Atterthun

19. Farm Equipment
B Allis Tractor, wide
front end. 3 point hook
up 4.very tractor 419
2101

NOUS! FOR SALE
Located 34 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405. -

,111113 Loan/ erns* tbrwil.se•

THAT IRMA IS THE
• E31GG ST SNOOP IN
TOWN'
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REAPY-I
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You Won't Believe
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• LEDGER & TIMES.Hoods!.Jammu" 31. 11011

M X lir X,la IIED
V.Mobile Home Sales

23. Exterminating

32- APIL For Rent

43. Real Estate
Shout

53 Serv rcesOfferecl

19 used Cars

1977 Marton
17145. 2 One bedroom Can 753
bedroom. 2 full baths. 004 or 759 4716 atter
sv showers, all electr*C,
central heat and air, One bedroom
bur
unfurnished Cada stove mooted 171 North me..
only
Concrete steps
to the Fairgrounds Ca
Office Casio it. Coast
flood light, blocks an
75) 3139
banes trim fvermann
chors
pole ono box
One bedroom turn,shet,
Asking $I 200
tirkaa• fervor* Uses I tall
Come
no
n
ut•ht.es
I I Cria•••••• teal
100k, make offer i9Or $165 per mon''' C
442 6345
Myren testrectf 43571
/53 35)0
(1521753 5114
Small 3 Ciedroom
fur
Asrreinfe '
noshed
near
tiospila
)011 RONK*
I 4 5 per mOnth
Motor
Extra nice 14x70
2 751 3949
Ilretmesal & 111•44441
bedroom. 2 bath
re
753
ferences required
IWO`
1492 After Sp m
753
0187
Ntce two bedroom
PrALT4144
garage
large
Nice 1 bedroom trailer brick
10
MIteS
near Murray No pets' wooded lot
Coleman Ittol Estee
119 2et1
•
753 9898
1'
Three bedroom
•
Is
Three bectroom house
bath, central gas heat
near K v Lake washer
appliances water fur
12th at lijrcarnor
Coleman Real and dryer included
oished
deposit required
/53
Estate 753 9998
TELEPHONE 753- 1651
8964 after Sp m
Two bedroom '1 mile
Appointments mode
Three bedroom newly
South of 41m0 Heights
fior year convenience
insulated
stove and
751 5618
refrigerator. $2/5 Cen
Fell time soles
Two bedroom 'mobile
home. 1,- mites ft:Kith of fury 21. Loretta Jobs
associates evening
Realtors 753 14926
town. $175 Call 753 0692
phones.
bath
1
Three bedroom
after 5 00
153 7149
Lees IkCilly
located 4 miles out on 94
West
Available 0,71
TieftSJ
mediately No pets $225
15.31*
*yrs ktsurtt
ail per month, MO ttet
,
034
Kerosene heaters
153 7511
Cr,
Soon
have ceramic wicks. /53 4406 before 6 000 m
/53 7411
LM Amalfi
automatic tip Over, cut 435 4119 affer 6 00 p m
off swi.tch, battery Two bedroom - stove
and -refrigerator fur
ignation. UL approved
61100 8TIL 99.99 9300 nished gas heat
located in Dexter 153
BTU, 119 99 and up
I
12000 BTU 139 99 20000 .4661
north.,ol
Wallin
BTU, 1/9 99
1•61 ,
tenan,
Hardware. Paris
I n.."
Attention horse owners
•
pasture and stall space
•
t.
,Ii.,
iLL
available $30 a month
'
S • t "
One ac re •
Call after 6p rn
Cat Span* ;dr' ,,, tr
753 )010
50.1 753 772/
Farrowing Crater 165
,Ire.300 Soul'', IN '
each. good condition
Wertheim
too, tt
t he location
automatic feeders and
wit"i .
Storage Space
- waterers in head gates ..-15edrocnr-Trr7t-ic
base,,- •
tour. 'room
Cali 435 4366
Fe. Raw
garaoe
16014
May. large round bales
753-4751
1204' attittZes.1_
t• •
• 110 - 50/ 387 1207
HouSe_ has .firep ,
Building for rent or
•-•
rang••
sale 45 ft x 72 tt with
1
A
doors
storm
parking 753 7370
dOws, and lots 1 ,0
Less than 54..
ton
For rent. office space in
& Thorniest
Roberts Realty co
Southside Shopping
In nnnnn co &
IS) 1651
Center, reasonable
Reel Estes
rent, utilities furnished
t,
Charming
,
Call 753 6612 or 753 4549
for rri,s
Seuthsido Caters sq.
after Sp m
Econor*
,
Merrey, Kenticky
large •,'
•s•
713•4451
•
OLianc es

JIL
ATARI

Realty

It *bile Home Rentals

2t Miscellaneous

E 4CARTS
52.00 comsat.
CARTS

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
435 4348

2600
Svoin't f5OulEgAAD MASIC
D ItIC LAW)crtirtfR

RE(ORDS•TAKS•STEREO

34.*usesfor Rent

Heat bulbs, 250 watts.
inflo red 11 59 tech
waiiin Hardware.
Paris
Oregon -chat* saws
chains. 3/11 inch pitch
For 14 inch bar. 799 20
Wallin
inch bar. 8 99
Hardware, Par IS

SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
Boyer. 753 0338
Satellite Receiver
System, completely in
stalled and ready to
watch over SO channas
This is a "top of The
line" system. 12.950 afe
.have Murray re
ferences Call .502 676
3983 or 502 2511 5219.
Wood for sale
or 753 3619

492 8530

isooGes TAX SERVICE
sow

prepares

divides!,

le-

hisiness,

etls•r
faro sad
Mores. 1104 Pepe,
*array.

7S1-142S

27. Mobile Home Sales

ROOF
PROBLEMS'

Residential

King Size Bed
Antique Vanity & Dresser
Regulation Pool Table
with all accessories

Local

reterances Call Hugh
Outland 759 1 7 1 1 or
753 1076

Sir lice Co
'mew
ailment's Ana urts srdlat
c
Costal! '
Relvtects

•

So Free Column

Call 753-8200

C4

galltf 75.3 C6119

Harmon
S t

Ann

N1,vone

•

50 Used Trucks

Valentine

37. Livestock-Supplies

X. Business Rentals

12x52, Two bedroom
Call
good condition
759 4097
12x60 Airliner, two be
droom, two bath trailer
753 5500.
12x60, Three bedroom.
I' 2 bath 753 8622
1973 12.70 Two bed
room, 2 bath, un
furnished. 15,000 753
1242
1975 11x70. Three bed
room, 14 bath, on l'
acre lot, well and septic Furnished or un
tank, central heat and furnished apts. 1 or 2
bedroom, Zimmerman
air, appliances in
cluded, will sell or take Apt S 16th. 753 6609
down payment and then One bedroom, near
you fake over the downtown Murray 753
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
payments. 753 5142 ,be
fore 5p m 491 8719 after 436 21144
Sp.m Ask for Ronnie.
Two roc.m garage apt .
1976, 3 bedroom, 1'] appliances furnished
Must Also small house.
bath. furnished
sell, $5,50(1
•••,*14 ,,-, •-..sbaty Coleman Real
.See anytime 59'ii"-'Mate 753 95911

- MOVING SALE -

Need a second opt
or
'ion' Build up

29. Heating-Cooling

46 Homes for Sale

b. Business Services

•••••

^ 1.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
• SERVICE

43. Real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent

Extra nice Town House
Large rooms
Duplex
and plenty of closet
space will tilleaSe the
most discriminating
tenants
The excellent
locatton will assure
maximum occupancy
and income • Cali
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1722

474-8838
51 Campers
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52 Boats Motors

• Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916
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Perfect home for rs..*,,

400

Furniture
Drepes
Swigs
Cornices
JONES 6 GRAY UPHOLSTERY
105 N. 7th
I53-0600
iliele-e-leeds I Reclieen I Ommiles
$28511 ep 17566 se,
29511 e,
Feneitere ite' pair
Vpittoletery Gus Start*

Feb. let
4 Session'25" phis mph,
Thor. 4:311 • P.M.

weds

Attractively landlot with
large trees surround s • this 3
bedroom, 2'2 bath
brick home
Den

scaped

and game room
provide space and
privacy for the
larger family. 2 x
17 greenhouse for
the gardener. Priced at 05,000. Give
us a call - 753-1222
KOPPERUI)
REALTY.

or

re1,ret.l .

bedroom 1,11,1•I/ I
dish* asner ano
posal_ OutS.de st
Or
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with
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to
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CARTER STUDIO

,pdt,r,
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'
Fteaity Assoc /132171
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st-t • ••••
,11111,
Hry/r
'Apt
,
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1.' 2 •
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e
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6956 1 At
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Two Tan H.gn B., •
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Police Dept.
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'53 154.1
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New
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Police

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

and Vinyl
siding end Aleseinew
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411
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Serr we Modern
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Paul

Myhill
753 9382

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
free Estimmites
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OBITUARIES
Lisle Lough
Mr. McClure's Earl Mohler
dies;father
rites Sunday dies; services
Murray man
at Mayfield
The funeral for

•

Crawford McClure was
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
Ewing Stubblefield, Will
T Winchester, John
Wyatt and John Dale officiated. Singers from the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ with
Jerry Bolls as directed
provided the music.
Pallbearers were Randy ?Act:lure, Paul McClure, Marty Wyatt.
David Wyatt. Larry
Wyatt. Terry Stubblefield, Ronny Stubblefield and Tommy Wancheiter, grandsons.
Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardena.
Mr McClure. 77.. 915
North 18th St. died Friday at 8. l5 p.m at
Westsiew Nursing Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. ;Opal Phelps
McClure; three
daughters. Mrs. John
Wyatt; RI: 1, Almo,, Mrs.
Ewing Stubblefield, Rt. 2,
Hai, and -km Will
-Winchester. Marion.
N.C.; one son, Edward
McClure. Benton; one
sister. Mrs. Alvin • Willie •
Williams. Akron,Ohio
Seventeen grandchildren and 25 greatgrandchildren also survive.

Mrs. Hiett
dies; funeral
rites today
Mrs. Trixie theft. 74.
Benton. died Saturday at
3:07 aim at Marshall
County Hospital there
The deceased was a
14,1441115`f -of- --the ---Bentmi(lurch of(hrist
She as survived by her
husband, William Robert
Melt; four daughters,
Mis.s Bobby.- June Iliett.
Benton. Mrs Joan
Nichols. laalisville. Mrs
Billie WaLston, Geneva,
III , and Miss Gwenda
Melt. Indianapolis, Ind..
two grandchildren
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Hazel Edwards. Hardin. four
brothers, Holland Lents.
Benton, Harold Lents and
Elwood Lents, Hardin,
and Charles I.ents,
Garden City, Mich
The funeral is today at
1 p.m in .the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home. Benton.
OD McKendree and Jim
Phillips are officiating.
Burial was to follow in
Marshall County Memory
Gardens

Stock market

Earl Mohler, 82, Rt. 5,
Mayfield. died Saturday
at 7 a.m. at Community
Hospital. Mayfield
He was a retired
farmer and a member of
Mt. Olive Church of
Christ
Survivors are his wife.
Mrs. Oha Mohler: one
son, Leon Mohler.
Mayfield; two grandchildren: one greatgrandchild
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs Gladys
Brown, Hardin. five
brothers, Curtis Mohler,
Kirksey, Ward Mohler,
Benton. Clarence Mohler,
Almo, Loyd Mohler,
Evansville, Ind , and
Gaylon Mohler, Rt 5,
Mayfield
The funeral is ioday at
2 p.m in the Chapel of
.Ilyrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield lake Riley and
W. W. Hall are officiahng
- Burial will follow in
Mayfield. Memory
Gardens

J.L. Mayfield
dies; brother
local persons
• J a al e's Leonard
Mayfield,- -67. • Livonia.
Mich . died Friday night
at a hospital there his
.wife, Mrs. • Mabel Young
Mayfield. died in 1980
Born Sept 27..1915. in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late William
Jackson Mayfield and
!Atte Hughes Mayfiekl
iv of - -aredaughter, Mrs Deborah
Jean Hose, three sons,
James Audrey Mayfield.
Jerry, Rex Mayfield and
Rand) Michael Mayfield.
12 grandchildren, two
step grandchildren and
Four great-grandchildren,
all of Michigan
ALso surviving are his
mother-in-law: Mrs: Hattie Krutz, Hazel. (Me
sister. Mrs. Philip Alice •
Murdock. lit 7; one
brother, A E Mayfield.
Murray, four sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Sally Stewart.
Graves County, Mrs.
Ruth Mayfield. Michigan.
and Mrs Thelma
Mayfield and Mrs. Eva
Mayfield. Murray;
brother-in-law, Jack
Young,Hazel.
The -funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m, in the
chapel of the Santeiu &
Son Funeral Home.
Garden City. Mich
Bonal will follow in a
cemetery there

Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg
1.41.11ruy 4.g.
• Prodr1.4
4ia.44 1144ar1
kraloot
Aare. Itliploot
3 Terre.'
/ yid
3. 31 P'
1.entryl
3.33.3.re. WW1
Tee
3.3131.
'--"I
iii'
L Votart
ireirs
▪ 11••••
Sart 141 3 or
roman
Water(too
few.
L 1T,..
▪ hiirt
Wash
1111011....
-C

lisle Sheldon Lough,
68, 3700 Clinton Rd..
Paducah. died Saturday
at 12:37 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital there.
The deceased was a
retired maintenance
supervisor at Union Carbide He was a veteran of
World War II, a member
of Lone Oak,- Baptist
Church and a native of
Pendleton County. W.Va.
Survivors are his wife.
Mrs Mary Gene Hobbs
Lough; one son, Robert S.
Lough, Murray: one
sister, Mrs. Mabel
Dickenson, Ridgeley.
W Va.; four granddaughters, Kimberley.
Jennifer. Amy and Mary
Ellen Lough. all of Murray. The funeral was Sunday at 2 30 p.m in the
chapel of Roth Funeral
Home. Paducah. -The
Rev. Willis Henson officiated.
Burial was in the Mt
Olivet Cemetery in
Nashville. Tenn. •
•
The fBITIlly req nests
that expressions of sympathy. take the form of
donations to the National
Amyotrophic I.ateral
Sclerosis Foundation. 185
Madison Ave New York
N Y 10016

Stcorm hits
By The Associated Press
Many California
residents took advantage
of sunny weather to
return to flooded or sandclogged homes and begin
the cleanup after .last
week's violent Pacific
storms. while some
Midwesterners coped
with up to 8 inches of
snow:
Los Angeles County
Fir, Department
spokesman Dick Friend
said .75 truckloads of
debris were removed
from Malibu beaches in
12 hours ending early
Sunday.
•

McElwain's
funeral rites
on Tuesday
Final rites for K.E.
McElwain will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in tfw
chapel of BlalockCoierrum Funeral Home
The Rev, Asa Gillespie
will officiate and the Warren Singers will provide
the music:
Pallbearers will be
members of a military
unit from Fort Campbell
who also will conduct
military rites at the
gravesite. Russellville
Memorial Gardens.
Russellville.
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Mr. McElwain.66, died
Thursday at Naples. Fla.
He formerly owned and
operated Mack and Mack
Marine Vales at Aurora.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Odessa
Sawyers McElwain; one
daughter. Mrs. James
Sizemore. Ht. 1. Hardin:
one son.' Keith. _Edward
Elwain. Goodland
five...sisters, two
Fla
brothers and three grandchildren.

Couple has
third child
NASHVILLE, Tenn
Despite recent
API
hIstor5713arbara--and- Arthur Johnson say they
have no plans for a fourth
child "anytime soon."
But the Nashville couple may be looking
toward Jan. 72. 1988. with
a wary eye.
The odds are said to be
133.225 to one, but on Jan
22, 1973, Mrs. Johnson
gave birth to an 8-pound.
1-ounce boy named Arthur. On Jan. 22, 1978. she
gave birth to a 6-pound,
14-ounce girl named
Alicia. And..on Saturday.
Jan 22. 1983, the 29-yearold mother gave birth to a
6-pound, 13-ounce girl
named Laurie Michele

FUND-RAISERS
REWARDED-District
and regional representatives from the
Muscular Dystrophy
Association were on hand
recently to thank
members of Murray
Vocational Center's
Distributive Education
Club of America (DECA)
for its recent contribution. The club raised over
$800 through a bowl-othon and can collections.
In photo at right, District
Director Kenneth Lucy,
right, presents a trophy
to Rhonda Cook for collecting the most money in
the fund drive. Pictured
above are, from left,
Regional Coordinator
Kent Hornberger, Carol
Garner, the club's chairman for the fund drive;
Cook and Lucy. Second
and third place collectors
were Shortie Greer and
Carla Cookaey. They also
received trophies. The
MDA representatives
reported that DECA is
the biggest nation-wide
contributor in the fight
against muscular
dystrophy.

Current generation can learn from Vietnam encounter experience
RICHMOND, Ky. i AP)
The current generation
of college students, a
decade removed from the
Vietnam war, can still
from the expenence of
that encounter, according
to the founder and president of Vietnam Veterans
of America
In a speech to an audience of- Eastern Kerr
tucky University students
and faculty. Robert
Muller said that today's
college students owe it to
the Vietnam generation
and to themselves to profit from the war ex•

perience and learn the
"We a American
lessons which America's. citizens) cannot expect to
participation in Southeast" abdicate our responAsia can teach.
sibilities for decisionMuller said he is making entir
it to our
sometimes stunned by elected offici " Muller
what today's young peo- said.
ple feel about the VietMuller, who enlisted in
nam era and by their ig- the U.S. Marines in 1967,
norance of what actually served as an officer in the
occurred.
Vietnam War until a Viet
"A democrak is a Cong bullet struck him in
fragile--thing." Muller the chest, severing his
said Thursday. "It works
only if its citizens are involved." he added, contending that people can
stay involved only if they
are informed.

spinal column and
paralyzing him from the
waist down.
He travels extensively
as president of the Vietnam veterans organization, speaking on the col
lege lecture circuit and
appearing on numerous
broadcast talk shows.
Muller said the nation's
failure to talk about Vietnam is the most "obscene

aspect" of its treatment the war and 350,000 were
of the war and the men wounded, Muller believes
who fought in it.
the American people
Despite the fact that have failed to examine
57,000 Americans died in the war's effects.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
e-

Semi-Annual Quilt Sale

t
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1979 She Chevrolet Pickep
Custom deluxe, 3 speed. 6 cylinder, blue
vinyl rally wheels,.39,X XX miles

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

Capt•D's

Joe Smith Carpet Center
SALE - Today Thru Saturday, Feb. 5
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West Ky.
Rural Electric Coop Corp.
M-5112

•Commerical Carpet 2.99 sq. yd. and up
*Rubber Back Shag 5.99 sq. yd and up
*Jute Back Shag 5.99 sq. yd. and up
*No Waxilinyl 2.99 sq. yd.*op
*Special Group of Remnants 511% off
•Carpot load 1.25 sq. yd. and up
Professional Installation Available
WA Mk St. Old Ice Plant Bldg. 753-6660
2 Locations to Serve Toe Murray - Paris
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Buy Any 3 Of These
Dow Products And Receive
1.50 Mail-in Rebate
From Manufacturer
Soelao,e F r),
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AFTER
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PRICE
AFTER
REBATE

For

Roughneck'Suck*,Or Scrubbire Tub

Heavy-duty Roughneck • Trash Container

12/
1
2-qt bucket or 24-qt tub Choice of color,
egooks wood so nier souptiorrian

carge 30 gal with handles and
aiftoft

tivip.1"11...r.

FIT 10 13

Our Reg.
2.58
CleidisHop Olvion Panty Nose
Our Rog.2.97.Queen 3b*.2.37
•

Our Re
3.17
Tube Sects
hvion

VA I

Cafeterlo:rlecial

Chicken

und durnplir3Q%

with coleslaw.

roll with butter A hot, satisfying meal

30%
OFF

Prices

On Fashion Tops And
Stretch Denim Jeans
Our Reg.4.96, Ey•-catching Striped Top
With fashion neckline and perky turn
bock cuffs Polyester/cotton
Misses

Our Reg. 6.96, Newsy Tops For Misses
Batwing or dolman sleeves bandbottom
,hem Polyester/cotton fashion colors

Our Reg. 15.96-15.96, Stretch 'sons
Some with leather patches embroidered
pockets more Cotton/Lycro spandex
For junior and misses full figure
sires 32 40 in the group Save now'

4

3.77

jr 4511. boys' I•shirts. Pstg. or 3, 3.17
Our 4$$. Mons Mots. 1,10 of 3. 3.77
Our 5.6$. Mtn's l.a.Pkg of 3. 477
MOW -

$avo 23%

Save 21% - Our Iftg.4.96

2.97

Our Nog.3.88
Boys'Briefs
Pkg.013

Boys'Cornkselable Colton Briefs
Form-fItting briefs otter next-104M OaniIon 01 day. Elastic waist again Oroodom •
of movement. Absorbent caftan. OMR

SaVq1115%•Our Reg.5.66

$ava 23%40%

.88 4.77 8188
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SOW May Pooldon Top
Pia;(1011011310TaTiaria hock-
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Toddler Olds'PlIghtshkt
Dadino nightshirt of polyester with cute characterprint front. In sizes 2-4

Misses'Striped Mous*
Many styles with loco trim.
tucked details. more. Easycore polyester/cotton blend.

25%
IF F
Pro

Better Timepieces
In Popular Styles
For Men And Women
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$10

Women's Oxfords Accent FantodSo Comsat Wow

Rich. suede-iook shoes with comfortable podded coNor
tricot-to-loom lining and durable Shone Kratcno sole for
wmolkIng comfort. STOli in "goes-witt.v.everything" brOvin.

•
250/ 1FF
0

OURREG.
LOW PRICES

Keep The Theresodef Dialed Down—ROW Iffinfor's ChM YAM Cozy Illorikets
There's noltling
o cuddy-soft bionitet On o coid wrier night+ Choose from on
, Irresistable •1. ection of polyester. cotton acrylic or blended-fiber blankets in
twin,full or Queen/king sizes. In on array of beautiful shades Shop now. sovel
4

•

W3)

43

Save $3

Sole Price
7
.9
Photography Mode Eosy With Kodak Disc'"4000 Camera Outfit
?tie rest ihlith
11:ish. 128
• ,
'"
; ' • . ;•,,e 15 exp
: •

Our 12 88
•
Adjustable T-leg Ironing Table
Sturdy
leg construction with,
vented top and height adiustment

2

Our 3.57
11
Cedar Shavings Cage Bedding
For small caged animals to burrow and tifKI in 750-cu -in bog'

08-42

,
57

Your Choice
Our Rog.974
Ohallonaks.Word Scone Books
288 popes of word puzzles

vohne
0,ims,c,c.
Styrerye
Our Reg2*6

_
Your Choice
Sale Price
Pleated Or Fluted lompshodes
With fabric braid. matching edge

1202

USW*
no
MuNhdr.W.1P44$1an.r

7.iach_Sale

Prim
JoSione Wished'Squid 9999
10541 ckr decorator caritatrier

1.57

Assn Pock-Velln
iol
Sgalsr
rius

$ale PelcO
_ Sale Price.
elk"yew Noirsewssone/sow
Joreolos•-litooilamin Lotion
Roguke Or Extra Dry;Each 1.97 --Shampoo tor oily. hormoi/div hair
•re at

•Si of

1

Add The Look Of Warmth To YOLK Bathroom With 5-pc
C d(i
wIth rfv

:14ht Weight L,Nt-4-1-•••''
vInfe

(-rust pon

•

1(
S•21.• Pu••
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- r1Ott'
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47.77

P911

Speakers For Personol Stereo
1.1 ) 500(314r.r s4/1 each with 0 filter

t

x,for rtarm tweeter Ensy to connect
If Ho own portohle stereo Lwt

22.97

FM Stereo Tuner Pock For Cassette
gnportent insert to turn your own
4allimarli cassette player Into FM

stern°, radio for mOteliStenengpieOlute

29.9
HI Stepper

Stereo With Headset
pocket size AM/f M/FM
Stereo 1000 with ultra lightweight
foldable headset and carrying case

l'ortoble

19
41 77

Complete Video earns Orgaidzer WNh Prelecilse Dad Cover
AN-in-one center stores 15 Atarl• or Irdse/vision* cartridges,conhollsr.
ioysticks and Instructions tryood-graln-finkh cabinet. Save now.

Ilerselieekise
Holds 16

NIP"reaeter-roucer
Income Contra

24.88

AM/PM LLD.Ilecereinic Chock Noes
Wake to rodlbuzzer Sride-nie
rotary contrail NiCioze bor. deep

21.87

11111**Nlyle10%* Beene Pry Pon
Wtth SitverStone• non-stick Interior. buffet

handlet dome cover. try guide. Immortals

3
.87

Aftor
Robot.
Pries
1400-W NO Plefol-gelp Neer Dryer
4 heat and 2 at, speed comfort settings
4 °LAN/styling Ott0Chrnentt Pius stand

t--2

Interior
Paints

ANTI

7. 7

Our Peg
12 97 Gal

Latex Flat Wall Or Ceiling Paints
Spot riysist( int if %t writ
4 'II
I •
Whitt/ (Ind ( *Mr oti tlf II.. 1
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•,
Si )(.3110 tr uI,stc nil ( ,Ilirto •lir al ,., I.

Gai..8 97
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Our P”g
1391(;oI

8-year Semi-gloss Latex Wall Paint
(;nes on in or•• •It (kit
W(35hclbits fiv,h 1).>lSIs in!
1.,1 1 •
NN( ili Pr Whit..
Custom lusting Al No 'fru Chow.,

Flat wail
Paint
02-15

1.07
Our
exS" MOGI Shelf Smoke.,
Sturdy metal brackets Ore Ideal
for work WOOL basement. shop

47Savo

250
.
Our Baal.
Gal-jr 7.97
TvolippookIP Maim thwart
t Wax Meador Today* Paine
For smoother and ocular appli- t Beautifies and helps hide wall
cation d paint. li-lnch nap., and ming Imperfections Mille.

4.57

Savo 340
Gd.- Our 7.97
Vinyl Wont Plat Wall Pull
Goes on easily. dries quickly
Soap/water cieon-up. White arty

CHAN NEI LOCA

•

5.98

Savo $3

Our Reg. 8.96
9'4-inch Channels:mit
'
. Peers
Muttigripper pliers with vinyl grip
tor nonslip handling Save now,

114.9

7Sovo $4

3.97

Savo $2

Our Reg. le 97
Our Reg. 5.97
Skipier/Tackin Outs
Flue-piece Screw/Sifter SN
Heavy duty gun occornmo
Mode and-Phillips* screwdrivers
dates a variety of staple sizes
with aarntftble wooden handles

24

'Savo 32%

111 le

Ea -Our 84

MOW*,3-way Light Bulb
Versatile 50/100/150-watt
bulb for long life lighting Save'
,1(1 17 17)

la•

•

Our Reg. 27.96
•
Crewmen*01400 Powermallc 1111 Pistol
Automatic-firing 002-powered B8 repeater
_with constant muzzle* veiocity. approx 80
-.hots per poweliet. slide-action safety.
- swam whaseperesso byler

Pkg
Your Choice
Our 2.44-2.47
Creanon' Copportteedie Us Or Super Powedetse
Choose container of 2500 CoPperhipoorm Bas
or box of 5 clean-piercirg CO2 Powertets• 12gram powerlete feature non-leaking cap.

1.77

2-pc.Pashion
Carefree acrylic
it with pockets:
pants Ass'f colors.

es.

Our 0.97. Fashion !weal 11hOrts. 4.97
w•kiaba

01
.
3

Avallabki
In None Wiwi swoc•

WM Exchange

7

Sale
Moe
•
Melee GO Seated S.ons
4000 low. 4001 Nor
dud Wan NW at6
• Acil• pica

46.88E

Molorpotoe ASS Car Saltery
Maintenance free Delivers 4)
to 410 cold Cranking amps FOr
many US arx1 knport cars

88

Our Reg.
119.68
Push-e•OonA61/1911 Cassette
Deluxe push-button model with
audiolock timing. 4-way
balance. more. For many cars
swivel*iessyme
411.
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The Saving Places

